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ABSTRACT 

  

This thesis studies two photonic structures and aims to apply theirs in 

enhancing the solar cell performance. They are quantum-dot (QD) structure and 

optical microcavity. The first interesting photonic structure is studied for enhancing 

the efficiency of the hybrid QD solar cells by the increase of stacked hybrid QD 

layers and the differently stacking QD sequence. We investigate both DC and AC 

circuit parameters. The DC circuit parameters are extracted from the fitting of current-

voltage characteristics. The parameters are the reverse saturation current, the diode 

ideality factor, the photocurrent, the series resistance and the shunt resistance. From 

the analysis, the short-circuit current is always approximate to the photocurrent. The 

ideality factor of 2 indicates the dominant recombination current within solar cells. 

The first experimentation is studied for the increase of stacking hybrid 

GaSb/GaAs and InAs/GaAs layers (type-A). The increase of photocurrent is observed 

when the stacked hybrid QD layers increases. In addition, the open-circuit voltage of 

3-pairs hybrid QD solar cell also increases. The series resistance increases and the 

shunt resistance decreases. The solar cell efficiency and the fill factor of the 1-pair of 

type-A QD sample are higher than those of the 3-pairs sample because increase of 

stacking layers increase the total layer thickness. The reverse saturation current and 

 



 D 

the photocurrent of 3-pairs hybrid QD sample has the less values than those of 1-pair 

sample. The second experimentation is the study of the different stacking hybrid QD 

sequence. The DC circuit parameters of two types (type-A and type-B) hybrid QD 

solar cells are investigated. The reverse saturation current and the photocurrent of the 

sample with correct stacking sequence have higher values. The correct stacking 

sequence of hybrid InAs/GaAs and GaSb/GaAs QD (type-B) can result in a better 

solar cell performance. 

AC circuit parameters of hybrid QD solar cells are also studied. They are 

extracted by fitting the frequency response under the controlled bias condition at 

maximum power point. The diode capacitance, the diode resistance, the AC series 

resistance and the AC shunt resistance are obtained. The increase of stacking type-A 

QD layers (3-pairs) results in higher values of the capacitance and the diode resistance 

because of the high number density of the buried QDs. Moreover, the increase of 

stacking layers affects other parameters and the increase of stacking layers is more 

sensitive with the AC signal. 

The second investigated photonic structure is the hollow optical whispering-

gallery-mode (WGM) type microcavities. This work focuses on the modified 

characteristics of hollow optical microcavities by using finite-difference time-domain 

simulation and photoluminescence (PL) measurement. Designed structure of periodic 

hole array (hollow cylindrical microcavities) and hollow hyperboloidal microcavities 

are presented. Structural parameters of the hollow cylinder microcavity are varied. 

Electric and magnetic field profiles and enhanced resonant modes are presented. The 

quality factor variation as a function of mode index relates with spatial field mode 

pattern and the hole array. The resonant frequency depends on both hole radius and 

waveguide width. The resonant frequency blueshifts with the increasing radius and 

the reducing width. For the hyperboloidal microcavities, the new shape, which is also 

called anti-bottle resonator, is designed and fabricated. We present the experimental 

observation of the resonant modes by PL measurement. Range of effective refractive 

index approximates 1.15-1.35. Rather low Q factors of about 250-445 of the modes at 

wavelength range of 530-570 nm are achieved. 
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CHAPTER I  

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Background and Significance of the Study 

Nowadays, photonic devices are variously applied in power manufacturing, 

data transmissions, optical communications and signal processing, detector, sensors, 

and light sources. They can be categorized according to their functions (1) such as 

solar cells, light-emitting diodes, laser diodes and photodetectors. The solar cells can 

be divided into 3 main generations (2). The first generation of solar cells uses the 

crystalline wafer based technology such as monocrystalline, polycrystalline and 

gallium arsenide solar cells. The second generation of solar cells uses thin-film 

technology, e.g., amorphous silicon and cadmium telluride solar cells. The third 

generation of solar cells is developed by fabricating from emerging nanomaterials, 

e.g., quantum dots (QDs), quantum wells (QWs), nanowires and carbon nanotubes 

solar cells.  

The QD solar cells are interesting in this work. The firstly interesting 

photonic structure can enhance the efficiency of the QD solar cells by using different 

QD type. The QDs solar cells can adjust the energy band gap (23-25).  So the QDs 

can absorb light with various wavelength ranges. The  InAs/GaAs QDs have the 

confinement of both electrons and holes in the same region. The InAs/GaAs QDs 

have been used to achieve the enhanement of light emission and absorption (25).  So 

the efficiency of InAs/GaAs QD solar cells are enhanced. For GaSb/GaAs QDs, 

electrons and holes in GaSb/GaAs QDs are separated. The holes are confined in the 

the GaSb QDs while the electrons are around (outside the dot). This GaSb/GaAs QD 

property leads to a long carrier lifetime (26, 58). Typically, GaSb/GaAs QDs have 

low carrier-recombination rate, emitting and absorbing of low photon energy (30). 

The electrical behavior and efficiency of solar cells can be analyzed from 

different equivalent circuit models and values of extracted parameters. The models of 

solar cells classified as the DC equivalent circuit model and the AC equivalent circuit 

model. The DC equivalent circuit models (59 - 64, 75) of solar cells are most widely 
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considered because of its correctness and simplicity. The DC charecteristic of solar 

cells is the current-voltage charecteristic. This current-voltage relation can be 

expressed by using exponential or Lambert W function (61, 62). The DC equivalent 

circuit model consists of current source, pn junction diode, shunt resistance and series 

resistance. The AC equivalent circuit model (34-39) is investigated from maesuring of 

AC characteristics. The AC characteristics of the solar cell can be obtained from 

various spectroscopic techniques such as impedance spectroscopy in frequency 

domain (35), transient response by using open circuit voltage decay technique (37) 

and the capacitance measuring by using triangular wave technique (38). Several 

techniques have been used to determine the equivalent circuit parameters. 

 The secondly interesting photonic structure is the optical microcavities. We 

expect that microcavity array could be applied in improving the efficiently surface 

coating of solar cells. Optical microcavities can confine light in small volumes at 

certain wavelengths. The three-dimensional (3D) different shapes of optical 

microcavities are spherical microcavity (41, 42), toroid microcavity (43-45), tubular 

microcavity (73, 46-48) and bottle microcavity (49-51). The obtained shapes depend 

on various fabrication techniques. Relevant techniques for fabricating optical 

microcavities (52) are melting and splicing optical fibers (49, 53), rolling-up 

mechanism of semiconductor bilayers (73, 46, 47), lithography and etching 

technologies (45, 48, 54, 55), surface nanoscale axial photonics (SNAP) technology, 

ultraviolet (UV)-curable adhesive, self-assembly procedure, etc. Among them, 

Nanoscribe 3D lithography technology (67-69) can create precise micro-shapes and 

smooth surface. After the fabrication of optical microcavities, opitcal characterization 

of optical microcavities can be investigated from transmission spectrum and 

photoluminescence (PL) spectroscopy, etc. Transmission measurement (48) reveals 

the transmission spectrum as function wavelengths by using a light coupling method. 

The PL spectroscopy (56-57) gives the light intensity as function of emission 

wavelength (or the energy of emitting photon). Both transmission measurement and 

PL spectroscopy can reveal resonant modes of the optical microcavity. 

In this work, we investigate two types of hybrid QD solar cells. Type-A 

hybrid QD solar cell is hybrid GaSb/GaAs and InAs/GaAs QD solar cell. Type-B 

hybrid QD solar cell is hybrid InAs/GaAs and GaSb/GaAs QD solar cell. The various 
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designed photonic structures of hybrid QD solar cells can enhance their performance. 

The investigated photonic structures have two comparative structures. The first one is 

QD structure of hybrid QD solar cells. The QD structure can enhance the solar cell 

performance by the increase of stacked hybrid QD layers and the correctly stacking 

QDs sequence. The second photonic structure is optical microcavities. Microcavity 

array might be applied to improve the efficiency of solar cells even it has not been 

done in this work. 

In the first photonic structures, the performances of solar cells with QD 

structures will be analyzed and discussed. The DC and AC characteristics and circuit 

parameters of various hybrid QD solar cells are investigated. The second photonic 

structures is hollow optical microcavities. The hollow cylindrical and hyperboloidal 

optical microcavities are presented. The hollow cylindrical microcavities are 

numerically simulated for the single whispering gallery mode (WGM) by using the 

finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method. Fabrication and optical charecteristics 

of hyperboloidal microcavities is discussed. 

 

1.2 Purposes of the Study  

1. To study the hybrid QD solar cells and their DC and AC electrical 

characteristics. 

2. To study the QD (the first photonic structure) in enhancing the efficiency 

of the hybrid QD solar cells by the increase of stacked hybrid QD layers and the 

correctly stacking QD sequence. 

3. To study the optical microcavity (the second photonic structure) by 

investigating the related simulation, the fabrication and the optical properties. 

3.1 To study the numerical simulations of the single WGM enhancement in 

hollow cylindrical microcavities by using the FDTD method. 

3.2 To study the fabrication and optical characteristics of hollow 

hyperboloidal microcavities. 
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1.3 Scope of the Study 

1. The solar cells with hybrid QD structures are improved by the increase of 

stacked hybrid QD layers and the correctly stacking QDs sequence. The DC and AC 

circuit parameters are extracted the different type of different hybrid InAs/GaAs QDs 

and GaSb/GaAs QDs in each studied case.  

1.1 Current-voltage characteristics of the hybrid QD solar cells are measured 

for DC circuit parameters extraction.  

1.2 Frequency responses of the hybrid QD solar cells under controlled bias 

condition are measured for AC circuit parameters extraction.  

2. The optical hollow microcavities are the interesting photonic structure are 

modified and investigated. 

2.1 The single WGMs in hollow cylindrical microcavities are modified by 

varying the structured parameters in the FDTD simulation.  Electric and magnetic 

field profiles and enhanced resonant modes are investigated.   

2.2 The hollow hyperboloid microcavities are fabricated by using 3D 

Nanoscribe machine. Optical characteristics of hollow hyperboloid microcavities are 

investigated from PL measurement.       

 

1.4 Hypotheses of the Study  

1. The DC circuit parameters of hybrid QD solar cells are the reverse 

saturation current IO, the diode ideality factor n, the photocurrent IPH, the series 

resistance RS and the shunt resistance RSH. Increase of stacking layers and the correct 

stacking sequence of hybrid QD type in QD layers relate and affect the DC circuit 

parameters and performance of hybrid QD solar cells. Increase of stacking layers, 

which increases the total layer thickness might result in the increase of series 

resistance RS and the reduction of shunt resistance RSH. The correct stacking sequence 

of hybrid QDs can result in the better performance, the lower series resistance RS and 

the higher shunt resistance RSH. 

2. The AC circuit parameters of hybrid QD solar cells are the diode 

capacitance CD, the diode resistance RD, the AC series resistance AC
S

R  and the AC 
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shunt resistance AC
SH

R . They are extracted by the fitting the frequency response under 

the controlled bias condition at the maximum power point. The AC shunt resistance 

AC
SH

R , the AC series resistance AC
S

R  and a capacitance RD of 3-pair hybrid QD solar 

cell should have higher values. The extracted AC parameters relate to the device 

structure. 

3. The FDTD simulation is used for theoretical study of single WGM optical 

microcavity. Structural parameters of hollow cylinder microcavity are varied. The 

resonant frequency fC and quality Q  factor depend on both the hole radius r and the 

cavity width w. The number of holes in both vertical and horizontal directions affect 

Q  factor. New shape of optical microcavities is presented. It is the hollow 

hyperboloid microcavities. This new shape is also named as anti-bottle resonator. The 

hollow optical microcavities have noticeable resonant modes. 

 

1.5 Expected Benefits 

1. This research ameliorates the knowledge and comprehension of the 

experimental realized novel photonic structures and semiconductor devices with 

quantum nanostructures. It is believed that the equivalent circuit model can predict 

many important performance parameters of photonic devices such as QD solar cell 

and photodetector. 

2. The experience and knowledge about fabrication process and WGM 

improvement of optical microcavities are obtained. In the future, we expect that 

optical microcavities can be applied in enhancement the efficiencies of solar cells, 

photodetectors and other photonic devices. Furthermore, WGMs can enhance the 

detecting in the near-infrared range.  

  



CHAPTER II 

 

THEORY AND LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

2.1 Solar Cells  

Solar cells are divided into 3 main generations (see Figure 1) (2, 3). The third 

generation of solar cells is considered from differently fabricated technologies. 

Nowadays, the solar cells have been used extensively. However, many types of solar 

cells are still under development and research.  

 

 

 

Figure  1  Diagram showing the 3 main generations of solar cells. 

 

The first generation of solar cells as shown in Figure 2 uses the wafer-based 

crystalline technology. Silicon (Si) is the main material for realizing the solar cells, 

e.g., monocrystalline silicon, polycrystalline silicon and emitter wrap-through solar 

cells. This technology provides high-efficiency solar cells. Therefore, the first 

generation of solar cells has still been applied widely. For example, the 
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monocrystalline Si solar cell is the most generally utilized in the market (~80%). The 

monocrystalline Si solar cell is made of crystalline Si p-n junctions. A single crystal 

Si is grown by using the Czochralski method (4). Using a polycrystalline solar cell 

(instead of the single crystal) can reduce the cost of manufacture. In some studies, the 

polycrystalline solar cell has fewer defects than metal contamination than the 

monocrystalline cell (5). The GaAs-based solar cells are developed for high 

conversion efficiency (typically higher than the crystalline Si). Moreover, GaAs solar 

cells have an advantage that they can be very thin (a few microns) and have high 

resistance to heat and radiation damage (2). Emitter wrap-through cells do not have 

the front contacts, so light radiation can be fully absorbed at the top surface of the 

solar cells (7). 

 
 

Figure  2  (a) polycrystalline and (b) monocrystalline Si solar cells (6) 

 
The second generation of solar cells is fabricated from thin-film technologies 

such as amorphous Si, cadmium telluride (CdTe), cadmium sulfide (CdS), tandem 

amorphous-Si and multi-crystalline-Si. For demonstration, the electronic properties of 

larger band gap in amorphous Si solar cells are observed. They can efficiently absorb 

light in the visible spectrum range (8). Tandem amorphous-Si and multi-crystalline-Si 

solar cells (9) consist of multi-layers. The efficiency depends on the structure and 

thickness of each layer. The obtained efficiency is higher than of amorphous Si solar 

cells, which is about 9%. Researches of CdTe (12) and CdS solar cells (2, 10) show 

that the solar cells can be fabricated from CdS core or copper sulfide shell nanowire 

by using a solution-based cation exchange reaction at a low temperature. The energy 

conversion efficiency is more than that of planar solar cells. Copper indium diselenide 
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(CIS) (11) or copper indium gallium diselenide (CIGS) solar cells use more effective 

materials, but the fabrication process becomes more difficult and complicated.  

The third generation of solar cells is still under development and research. 

Integrations of nanomaterials such as quantum wells (QWs), carbon nanotubes, 

nanowires or QD into solar cells are examples of this development. For instance, QD 

solar cells (13-14) can enhance absorption via multiple energy levels of light. They 

can absorb light in the infrared range. The different volume and size of QD solar cells 

affect the light absorption properties. The QD solar cells are developed by various 

methods and contain many different layers. The different dimensions of QDs can be 

applied to adapt their band gap and absorption light. The energy of band gap is 

inversely proportional to the size of QDs (15). In QW solar cells (16), a potential well 

has only discrete energy values. The QW solar cells are typically fabricated from 

semiconductor heterojunctions. For instance, GaAs is sandwiched between two layers 

of a semiconductor material with a wide band gap, e.g. AlGaAs. 

Smart coating is a method that selects materials from their electro-optical 

characteristics in order to enhance the system efficiency by using the light control 

factors of the materials. For example, Huang et al. (17) fabricate the solution type 

photovoltaic electrochromic device, which includes an electrochromic solution 

disposed between a transparent nonconductive substrate and a semi-transparent Si thin 

film substrate of solar cell. When the system is illuminated by sunlight, the Si thin 

film solar cell is persuaded to a redox reaction of the electrochromic solution. When 

the sunlight declines, the solution type photovoltaic electrochromic device restores its 

transparency because of the self-bleaching property. 

At present, the limited raw materials and high production costs induce the 

increasing demand of replacement. Carbon nanotubes (Graphene) and fullerene solar 

cells can be transparent conducting films with high flexibility (18). Nanowires (19-21) 

solar cells are designed by using one dimensional nanostructure as the building block. 

This nanostructure exhibits the unique chemical and physical properties.  
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2.2 Hybrid Quantum-Dot Solar Cells  

The QD solar cells are initially realized based on the intermediate band 

concept (22, 23) as well as the energy-band-adjustability of the nanostructures. The 

efficiency of QD solar cell depends also on the QD size (23-25). This QD size effect 

is determined by the effectively enhanced bandgap and the absorption wavelength 

range. The InAs/GaAs and GaSb/GaAs QDs can be grown from the self-assembled 

growth in Stranski-Krastanov (SK) mode by using molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) 

(26, 27, 28). The schematic of MBE is shown in Figure 3.  

 

 
 

Figure  3  The component diagram of MBE 

 

Considering the type of heterojunction, the alignment of the straddling gap 

exhibits in InAs/GaAs QD layer. The InAs QDs as shown in Figure 4 confine both 

electrons and holes in the dot (29). Regularly, carrier recombination and absorption of 

InAs/GaAs QD layer occur at high rate. The increasing of stacked QD layer number 

can enhance the light absorption in QDs (23, 24). For GaSb/GaAs QDs, the staggered 

gap in GaSb/GaAs QDs (30, 28, 31) exhibits spatial separating of the electrons and 
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holes. In other words, the confined holes in the GaSb QDs while the electrons are 

surrounding in GaAs capping layer as schematically shown in Figure 4.  

The small overlapping of carrier wave function in the staggered gap band 

leads to a long carrier lifetime (32, 33). Advantages of InAs/GaAs QDs and 

GaSb/GaAs QDs are the powerful light absorption and the long carrier lifetime of 

QDs, respectively. Both advantages can be integrated into the hybrid QD solar cell 

(26, 33). 

 

 
 

Figure  4  Carrier Injection from InAs/GaAs QDs to GaSb/GaAs QDs (26) 

 

2.3 The Equivalent Circuit Model of Solar Cell 

The equivalent circuit models of hybrid QD solar cells are the DC equivalent 

circuit model and the AC equivalent circuit model. 

2.3.1 DC Equivalent Circuit Model 

The DC circuit models of hybrid QD solar cells are depicted in Figures 5-8. 

The models (59-64, 75) are developed as follows: 

The ideal circuit model for solar cell in Figure 5 consists of the parallel 

connection between a diode D and a photocurrent source IPH. In the fact that the pn-

junction absorbs the incident light. After that, the electron-hole pairs are generated in 

or near the depletion region. A part of the emerging photocurrent IPH can flow to an 
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external circuit as -IPV. The voltage VPV is the junction voltage of solar cell.  The 

current IPV is the junction current of solar cell. 

 

Figure  5  Ideal equivalent circuit model 

 

The ideal circuit model of solar cell has only p-n junction. This model is 

parallel connection of a diode and a photocurrent source. The solar cell current IPV 

equals subtraction of the photocurrent IPH with the pn-junction current ID. So 

   PV PH DI I I   . The pn-junction diode current ID can be described by using the 

Shockley equation  ( / 1)
D o PV

I I exp qV nkT  . This ideal equivalent circuit model 

has 3 extracted parameters. They are the ideality factor n, the photocurrent IPH and the 

reverse saturation current Io. The current-voltage characteristics of ideal equivalent 

circuit model can relate as shown in Equation (2.1). 

exp 1PV

PV PH o

qV
I I I

nkT

  
     

  
                           (2.1) 

where IPV represents the solar cell current (A), IPH  represents the photocurrent 

(A), Io represents the reverse saturation current (A), VPV represents the solar cell 

voltage (V), k represents Boltzmann constant ( 23
 1.3807  10k


   J/K), q represents 

amplitude of electron charge (
19

  1.60  10q


   C), and T represents the temperature 

of solar cell (K). 

The series resistance circuit model includes a series resistance RS in this 

circuit (as shown in Figure 6). When in the depletion region has occurrence of the 

electron-hole pairs, electrons flow through the pn junction to the external circuit. A 

series resistance RS in this model represents the contact resistance. The series 

resistance circuit model has 4 extracted parameters. They are the ideality factor n, the 
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photocurrent IPH, reverse saturation current Io and the series resistance RS. The 

current-voltage characteristics of the series resistance circuit model can be presented 

in Equation (2.2). 

 

 
exp 1

PV S PV

PV PH S

q V R I
I I I

akT

  
     

   

                (2.2)

  

 

 

Figure  6  Series resistance circuit model 

 

The shunt resistance circuit model is shown in Figure 7. The only shunt 

resistance RSH  is added into this model while the series resistance RS is omitted. Part 

of the electrical current will flow through the pn junction to the external circuit, but a 

small fraction of the electron-hole pairs can flow through some defects. The included 

shunt resistance RSH reflects these effects. The high leakage current, which flows 

through defects, is represented by a low value of the shunt resistance. It is called the 

shunt current ISH. The shunt resistance circuit model has 4 extracted parameters. They 

are the ideality factor n, the photocurrent IPH, the reverse saturation current Io and 

shunt resistance RSH. The I-V characteristics of the shunt resistance circuit model can 

be represented by Equation (2.3). 

exp 1PV PV

PV PH o

SH

qV V
I I I

nkT R

  
      

  
              (2.3) 
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Figure  7  Shunt resistance circuit model 

 

The series and shunt resistance circuit model is shown in Figure 8. Both series 

resistance RS and shunt resistance RSH are considered in this circuit model. The 

contact resistance and leakage current are simultaneously considered.  The series and 

shunt resistance circuit model has 5 extracted parameters. They are the photocurrent 

IPH, the ideality factor n, the reverse saturation current Io, the series resistance RS and 

the shunt resistance RSH. The current-voltage characteristics of the series and shunt 

resistance circuit model can be related and shown in Equation (2.4). 

 
exp 1

PV S PV PV S PV
PV PH S

SH

q V R I V R I
I I I

akT R

   
      

   

            (2.4) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Figure  8  The series and shunt resistance circuit model 
 

2.3.2 AC Equivalent Circuit Model 

For AC circuit model, several techniques are used to determine the AC circuit 

parameters of solar cells. In references (34-39), models have been proposed and 

studied techniques for the AC circuit parameter extraction as follows.  
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In the paper of Suresh (35), impedance spectroscopic curve in frequency 

domain is used for the determination of AC circuit parameters in a back-surface 

reflector field solar cell. The parameters are the short-circuit current ISC, the series 

resistance of bulk and interconnects r, the AC resistance Rd, the parallel resistance Rp, 

the diffusion capacitance Cd and the transition capacitance CT. The AC equivalent 

circuit model is illustrated in Figure 9. They found that the diffusion capacitance Cd 

has a maximum value at open circuit voltage. The AC diode resistance Rd is an 

essential parameter of the solar cell power system and indicates the cell stability. 

 

Figure  9  The simplified AC equivalent circuit model of a solar cell (35). 

 

Gonza´lez-Pedro et al. (36) have used the impedance spectroscopy to analyze 

QD sensitized solar cell characterization. The AC equivalent circuit model of a QD 

sensitized solar cell is presented in Figure 10. The extracted parameters are 

, , , ,
S tr r CE

R r r C R  and CEC . ( dZ is neglect.) A series resistance SR  occurs in the 

transparent conducting oxide. The electron transport resistance ,tr rr r  and the chemical 

capacitance C  appear in the TiO2. The rr  is an inverse ratio to both the electron 

density in TiO2 and the recombination rate. C  indicates the trapping of electrons in 

the bandgap of the TiO2. The number of electron transport resistance ,tr rr r  and the 

chemical capacitance C  depend on the TiO2 layer thickness. The interfacial 

capacitance CEC  and charge transfer resistance CER  occur in the counter electrode. 

dZ  represents the diffusion impedance. These parameters relate to the carrier 

transport, charge transfer and recombination of the solar cell. 
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Figure  10  The AC equivalent circuit model of a QD sensitized solar cell is 

proposed by Gonza´lez-Pedro et al. (36). 

Ramadan and Martín-Palma (40) use a Nyquist plot (or a frequency response 

plot) and corresponding impedance for curve fitting and parameter extractions from 

the investigated solar cells. Samples of nanostructured porous Si (nanoPS) and silver 

nanoparticles within solar cells have the AC equivalent circuit model as shown in 

Figure 11. This AC circuit model consists of a series resistance RS and capacitors C1. 

The first interface consists of a resistances R1 in Al/active layer. The second interface 

consists of a constant phase element Q and resistances R2 in active layer/TiO2. The 

final interface consists of capacitors C3 and resistances R3 in TiO2/NiCr layer. The 

resistances relate to the carrier transport. The capacitance relates to the accumulation 

and distribution of carriers. Moreover, characteristic capacitance C is associated with 

the presence of defects. 

 

Figure  11  The AC equivalent circuit model of nanoPS and silver nanoparticles 

in solar cells is presented (40). 
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2.4 DC Characteristic: Current - Voltage Characteristic 

Current and voltage of the solar cell are measured when light is illuminated on 

the measured cell. The current - voltage characteristic can be obtained as shown as an 

example in Figure 12(a). We (63) found that fitness values is minimum as in Figure 

12(b), when the series and shunt resistance model is used in the fitting of current-

voltage curve (See Chapter 3 for more details of the fitting procedure and the 

definition of the fitness value). So the series and shunt resistance model is the best for 

DC parameter extraction. 

 

Figure  12  (a) The DC current-voltage characteristics of a hybrid QD solar cell 

are measured and fitted. As well as (b) fitness values are obtained from fitting 

the curves with different DC circuit models. 

 

2.5 AC Characteristics: Frequency Response 

AC Characteristics are of interest. They can be measured by (a) impedance 

spectroscopy in frequency domain, (b) transient response by using open circuit 

voltage decay technique and (c) the capacitance measuring by using triangular wave 

technique. These measurements for AC characteristics are described in the next 

paragraphs. 
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(a) Impedance Spectroscopy in Frequency Domain 

Suresh (35) measured impedance spectroscopy in frequency domain. The 

measuring is set in the dark at room temperature. Resistance RS- reactance j Xs curves 

are obtained in impedance spectroscopy as various voltages. These RS- j Xs curves 

look like semicircle curves. The AC equivalent circuit model in Figure 9 consists of 

parallel connection of an AC diode resistance Rd and a capacitance Cd. The parallel 

resistance Rp has very high value, so it can be neglected. Measurement setup of 

impedance spectroscopy is shown in Figure 13. This system comprises of 

electrochemical interface (ECI), a frequency response analyzer (FRA), solar cell and 

computer. DC current and voltage of input can be injected into the electrochemical 

interface. The FRA sends the needed AC signal over the DC voltage through an 

electrochemical interface. Current and voltage are measured by FRA. After that, the 

impedance values of solar cell are calculated by FRA at the frequency range (from 

63.1 kHz to 10 Hz). Finally, the results are sent to the computer. 

 

Figure  13  Measurement setup of impedance spectroscopy in  

frequency domain (35). 

 

(b) Transient Response in Time Domain  

Deshmukh et al. (37) have measured the transient response by using the decay 

technique of open circuit voltage VOC in the time domain. Measurement setup in 

Figure 14 comprises of a digital storage oscilloscope, a constant current source, a 

solar cell sample, a switch, a reverse blocking diode and a personal computer. The 

constant current source is set at short circuit current ISC. The current is abruptly 
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terminated by controlling of MOSFET switch because the results must be obtained at 

the accurately minimum voltage decay. The applied MOSFET switch helps to block 

the voltage across the solar cell and abstain from its discharge through the shunt 

switch. So a signal diode (1N4148) is used because of it small reverse recovery time 

of 4 ns. The digital storage oscilloscope is used for measuring of voltage decay and 

finally the measured data is sent to the computer. Transient response by using VOC 

decay technique provides the solar cell voltage as a function of time. The total 

resistance of the cell is the shunted connection between the shunt resistance RSH and 

the AC resistance Rd. The AC resistance Rd of the solar cell is calculated by using.

1/ ( / )dR dI dV  In more detail, the slope ( /dI dV ) of the current-voltage 

characteristic is calculated by using the Savitzky-Golay algorithm. The solar cell 

capacitance is calculated from 1/ ( / )
bV VC dV dt


  by using this transient response. 

 

Figure  14  Measurement setup of open circuit voltage decay technique  

in the time domain (37). 

 

(c) The Capacitance Measuring by using Triangular Wave Technique  

Mandal and Nagaraju (38) use triangular wave technique at different 

temperature under dark condition. It is a frequency domain technique. The 

measurement setup is presented in Figure 15. Various periodical triangular voltages of 

input signal can be set from a waveform generator. The signal frequency is adjusted. 

The AC current amplitude of the solar cell is recorded as a function of time.  The solar 

cell capacitance is calculated from the parallel connection of the transition 

capacitance Ct and the diffusion capacitance Cd. The transition capacitance is 
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calculated from /
t PV

C dQ dV  where VPV is the solar cell voltage. The diffusion 

capacitance is calculated from / 2 )( T dd V n IC  , where Id is the diode current under 

dark condition, n is the diode ideality factor and   is the minority carrier lifetime. 

 

Figure  15  Measurement setup of the capacitance measuring by using triangular 

wave technique (38). 

 

2.6 Type of Optical Microcavities 

Types of optical microcavities are categorized according to their shapes. They 

are such as spherical microcavity, toroidal microcavity, tubular microcavity and bottle 

microcavity. 

 (a) Spherical Microcavities 

The optical spherical microcavities are designed in the shape of sphere as 

shown in Figure 16. Han et al. (41) have developed a numerical simulation by using 

scattering theory to derive an exact quasi-analytic solution. The scattering spectra for 

the transverse electric (TE) and transverse magnetic (TM) mode and individual first-

order scattering coefficients present the results of the resonance spectrum for a 

distorted spherical microcavity. At some locations, the Q factor at some individual 

scattering coefficients is obtained. Aktas et al. (42) have simulated and fabricated the 

on-chip spherical chalcogenide mirocavity array. The materials are a chalcogenide 
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glass core and thermoplastic polymer polyethersulfone cladding. The transmission 

spectra of these cavities generally exhibit a high Q factor. 

 

 

Figure  16 The scanning electron micrograph (SEM) of on-chip spherical 

chalcogenide microcavity array (42) 
  

(b) Toroidal Microcavities 

The shape of optical toroidal mirocavity (or microdisk mirocavity) is shown in 

Figure 17. This shape looks like a flat disk with a smooth edge. The D represents a 

principal diameter and d represents a minor diameter. In 2003, Kippenberg et al. (45) 

have fabricated silica disk microcavities by using standard lithographic techniques. 

The spectrum and WGM resonant modes are obtained from transmission spectrum 

measurement. High Q factor of 4
2 10 obtains at the wedged shaped edge. This may 

isolate modes from the perimeter of disk microcavities. So this causes scattering loss 

reduction. In 2004, Kippenberg et al. (43) have reported the successful fabrication of 

silica disk microcavities. The WGM resonator mode and ultrahigh Q factors are 

achieved by measuring the parametric oscillation spectrum and the coupling-gap 

dependence of the parametric threshold. In September 2004, Kippenberg et al. (44) 

have reported the fabrication of the on-a-chip toroidal microcavities. The coupling 

and optical properties of ultrahigh Q factor are investigated by single mode Raman 

lasing or PL spectroscopy in a waveguide coupled WGM mode microcavity. The 

theoretical and experimental results of the Q factor, mode volume and waveguide 

loading are compared and discussed. 
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.  

Figure  17 The SEM photograph of a toroid microcavity (44) 

 

(c) Tubular Microcavities 

The basic shape of tubular mirocavity is shown in Figure 21 (b). It is designed 

to have a cylinder structure. Huang et al. (46) have fabricated the rolled-up SiO/SiO2 

tubular mirocavity. The experimental and FDTD simulation for the optical resonant 

mode locations as a function of the distance confirm its optical properties. The low Q 

factor of about 100 is obtained for that work. Kipp et al. (47) have presented a 

InGaAs/GaAs tubular mirocavity. The tube structure is rolled into a U-shape pattern. 

It consists of the microtube bridge and its bearing at both edge sides. The high Q 

factor of 3200 is for the mode at 1.204 eV. Later, Tian et al. (73) have reported the 

realization of single WGM in diamond tubular mirocavity. The tube structure is 

designed with periodic hole arrays as shown in Figure 18. For the relevant calculation, 

the 3-dimensional (3D) structure is simplified by flattening into 2-dimensional (2D). 

This structure on 2D plane is a rectangle. The interior of the rectangle has a circle 

hole array. Recently, Wang et al. (48) have achieved a single WGM mode in mesh-

structured tubular microcavity. The 3D structure is simplified by design in 2D. This 

structure in 2D plane is a rectangle. The interior of the considered rectangle has a 

square hole array. The results of simulated transmission spectra are confirmed by the 

measurement of experiential transmission spectra.  
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Figure  18  The structure of a single WGM tubular mirocavity showing a 

periodic hole array (73) 

 

(d) Bottle Microcavities 

Sumetsky et al. (51) have reported the fabrication of hollow spherical 

microcavities by using stretching force in 2010.  The two ends of microcapillarys are 

adjacent to the piezoelectric transducer (PZT) stages. The measured Q factor of 

resonant mode is obtained and it exceeds 106. Afterwards, this structure is also named 

that optical bottle microcavities. In 2012, Ding et al. (49) have reported the fabrication 

of optical bottle microcavities from a standard telecom optical fiber. On the surface of 

the bottle microcavity, inscribed microgroove scars are created by focused ion beam 

milling process. Appropriate scaring position affects the selection of high Q WGM. 

Later, Sumetsky (50) has proposed an optical bottle microcavity as well as an anti-

bottle microcavity. He has developed the simulations for the theory of slow acoustic 

modes being similar to the surface nanoscale axial photonics (SNAP) theory. It is 

found that the optical and acoustic resonant modes can be observed in bottle 

microcavity. But anti-bottle microcavity obtains only an acoustic mode as shown in 

Figure 19. 

 

Figure  19  structure and optical characteristics of (a) optical bottle  

microcavity, (b) acoustic bottle microcavity, and (c) acoustic anti-bottle 

 microcavity (50) 
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2.7 Fabrication Technique of Optical Microcavities 

Optical microcavities can be fabricated by various techniques, e.g., melting 

and splicing of optical fibers, rolling-up mechanism of semiconductor bilayers, 

lithography and etching technologies, SNAP technology, UV-curable adhesive, self-

assembly procedure, etc. In this section, a few techniques are reviewed. 

(a) Melting and Splicing of Optical Fibers 

Optical bottle microcavities can be fabricated from optical fibers. As the 

simplest techniques, the optical fiber at two sides is slimed by using fire flame, fusion 

splicer or CO2 laser for melting the optical fiber. Thus the center position between the 

two sides obtains a thick region. For demonstration, optical bottle microcavities (49) 

are fabricated from a standard optical fiber (Corning SMF28) by using both 

simultaneous softening and compressing of a fusion splicer. Ward et al. (53) have 

reported the fabrication of microcavities from optical fibers by using a CO2 laser. A 

schematic of the fabrication sets up as shown in Figure 20. The dashed lines represent 

control lines or data transfer. 

 

Figure  20  Schematic of the fabrication sets up by using a CO2 laser.  (53) 
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(b) Rolling-Up Mechanism of Semiconductor Bilayers 

The fabricating process of rolled-up SiO/SiO2 tubular mirocavity (shown in 

Figure 21) (46) starts from the preparation of square or circular photoresist layer on Si 

wafer. The different sizes of square or circle can be defined by a sandard 

photolithography. After e-beam evaporation, employing angled deposition can 

provide the SiO/SiO2 bilayer on photoresist layer. The photoresist layer was 

selectively removed by using acetone. Then the active layer was released, and the 

intrinsic stress gradient occurs in the SiO/SiO2 bilayer. The releasing of SiO/SiO2 

bilayer produces self-assembled rolling up mechanism. The structural shape is 

transformed into a tube. The rolled-up InGaAs/GaAs tubular mirocavities (47) start 

from a shallow wet-chemical etching process into the In0.2Ga0.8As layer. Then, the 

edge is deeply etched to the AlAs sacrificial layer. Finally, the highly selective HF 

solution is applied to undercut the strained In0.2Ga0.8As layer. The strained mesa 

occurs. The self-rolling process occurs and the micro-tubular structure is 

accomplished. Diamond mesostructured microcavities (73) can also be fabricated by 

using this rolling-up mechanism. 

 

 

Figure  21  (a) structural diagram of fabricating process for rolled-up SiO/SiO2 

tubular mirocavity and (b) SEM photograph of tubular mirocavity arrays (46). 
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(c) Lithography and Etching Technologies 

Lithography and etching technologies are used in fabrication microcavities 

such as optical lithography, etching technology (wet oxide and a dry etching), the 

standard i-line stepper lithography, single-step inductively coupled plasma reactive 

ion etching and the Nanoscribe 3D lithography system. For a research example, silica 

microdisk cavities (45) were produced by using optical lithography, wet oxide and dry 

etching technologies. Silicon wafer uses the standard lithography technology with 

circular photoresist pads. Then wet oxide etching is applied. The shape of obtained 

sample is a circular disk. This silica disk is then removed from the Si substrate by an 

isotropic dry etching. The hourglass-shaped Si microcavity arrays (shown in Figure 

22) (54, 55) can be fabricated by using the standard i-line stepper lithography and 

ICP-RIE process. The mesh-structured microcavity (48) can also be fabricated by the 

Nanoscribe 3D lithography system. This new technology can create precise shapes 

and smooth surfaces. The detailed fabrication process by using this 3D Nanoscribe 

machine will be presented in chapter 3. 

 

 

Figure  22  The SEM photograph of the hourglass-shaped  

silicon microcavity arrays (54) 

 

2.8 Characterization of Optical Microcavities 

Characterization of optical microcavities can be done in transmission mode or 

emission mode via PL spectroscopy. The details of each measurement are described 

in the next paragraphs. 
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(a) Transmission Spectrum  

Transmission spectrum measurement (48) produces a transmission spectrum 

as a function of wavelengths by using a light coupling method. In the first process, the 

tapered optical fiber is prepared (by heating and stretching with 2 stepper motors on 2 

ends). The tapered optical fiber is nearly vertically placed and the microcavity is in a 

3D micro-locating system. The partial light can interact and couple with the sample 

through its evanescent field. This exhibits characteristic of optical microcavity. The 

light guided through the fiber is transformed to an electrical signal by a photodetector. 

The signal is recoded by a data acquisition card connected to a computer. Typical 

results of transmission spectra are shown in Figure 23. The WGMs of microcavities 

are observed as a series of discrete Lorentzian-shaped dips in transmission spectra. 

Both transmission spectra from experimental measurement and FDTD simulation are 

consistent and this confirms the correctness of the result.  

 

Figure  23  Transmission spectra at different axial positions obtain from  

(a) experimental measurement and (b) FDTD simulation (48).  
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 (b) Photoluminescence (PL) measurements 

Photoluminescence measurements of optical microcavities can reveal optical 

resonant modes (46). A micro-PL setup (56) as shown in Figure 24 consists of an xy-

stage, a microscope, a 532-nm laser, a cooled Si detector, a cooled InGaAs detector, a 

variable laser attenuator and an optical fiber. The sample is placed in the cryostat on 

the xy stage. The 532-nm Nd:YVO4 laser emits excitation light through the variable 

attenuator. The light goes through the microscope objective. The PL is excited and the 

PL light is filtered from the laser light by using a dichroic beam-splitter (BS). The 

emitted PL light can then be dispersed by a monochromator. A LN2-cooled Si-CCD 

detector or a LN2-cooled InGaAs array detector is used to detect the PL light, which 

transmitted through the optical fiber.  

 

 

Figure  24  Schematic of the micro-PL setup (56) 
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Songmuang et al. (57) have used this micro-PL setup for the PL measurement. 

The result is reported in Figure 25. In that work, PL spectra at 8 K from SiOx/Si 

microtube cavities with the diameters of 1.04 m and 2.2 m are studied. The PL 

spectra show the light intensity as a function of the energy of emitting photons from 

the microtubes. These SiOx/Si microtube cavities obviously contain resonant modes. 

 

 

Figure  25  PL spectrum at 8 K of a single SiOx/Si microtube cavities (57) 

 

  



CHAPTER III 

 

RESEARCH PROCEDURES OF THE STUDY 

 

These QD structures and optical microcavity are our interesting photonic 

structures. Investigation of these structures might be used to improve the efficiency of 

hybrid QD solar cells. In this work, the investigated hybrid QD solar cells  have 3 

structures (i.e., 3 samples). The sample charecteristic measurement and the circuit 

parameter extraction method for DC and AC circuit parameters are presented for the 

investigated QD structures. Finally, the photonic structures of hollow cylindrical and 

hyperboloidal optical microcavities are presented. Procedures of the FDTD simulation 

and fabrication technique for  optical microcavities are described. 

 

3.1 Structure of Hybrid InAs/GaAs and GaSb/GaAs Quantum-Dot Solar Cells 

The variously designed QD structures in hybrid InAs/GaAs and GaSb/GaAs 

QD solar cells are our first interesting photonic structures. Investigated structures of 

hybrid InAs/GaAs and GaSb/GaAs QD solar cells are 1-pair of type-A QD solar cell, 

3-pair of type-A QD solar cell and 1-pair of type-B QD solar cell (26, 58). The 

structures of hybrid QD solar cells are shown in Figures 26-28. All investigated 

hybrid QD solar cells were fabricated by using MBE growth technique. Details of the 

sample fabrication have been presented elsewhere (26, 58). 

 

(a) Structure for 1-Pair of Type-A Hybrid QD Solar Cell 

The structure and photo of 1-pair type-A hybrid QD solar cell are shown in 

Figure 26. It is one pair of GaSb/GaAs QD and InAs/GaAs QD layers. First, a p-type 

GaAs (001) substrate surface is prepared by thermal desorption of oxide layer. A 

buffer layer is grown and it is a 300-nm-thick GaAs layer. After that the QDs are 

grown in the SK mode of epitaxial growth by the mechanism of strain relaxation. 

Type-A hybrid QDs are from the deposition of the self-assembled InAs QDs on the 

buffer layer. Then 150-nm-thick GaAs is grown to cover InAs QDs as the capping 

layer. Next, the first GaAs capping layer is overgrown with a layer of self-assembled 
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GaSb QDs and then 150-nm-thick GaAs is grown to cover the GaSb QDs and it acts 

as the second capping layer. This structure is a pair of type-A hybrid QDs. For the 

top/contact layer, the n-GaAs is grown for 300 nm thick. Finally, the formation of 

AuGa/Ni and AuZn contacts are fabricated by metal evaporation in a separated 

thermal evaporator. 

 

Figure  26  (a) Schematic and (b) photo of type-A hybrid QD solar cell sample 

 having 1-pair of stacked GaSb/GaAs QD and InAs/GaAs QD layers. 

 

(b) Structure for 3-pair of Type-A Hybrid QD Solar Cell 

The schematic and photo of 3-pair type-A hybrid QD solar cell are shown in 

Figure 27. The structure has 3 pairs of type-A hybrid QDs grown by stacking 3 pairs 

of GaSb/GaAs QD and InAs/GaAs QD layers. A p-type GaAs (001) substrate is first 

prepared. A 300-nm-thick GaAs buffer layer is grown. Then 3 pairs of type-A hybrid 

QDs are deposited in MBE. As the next layer, an n-GaAs (300-nm-thick) is grown. 

Finally, front and back contacts are fabricated by the evaporation of AuGa/Ni and 

AuZn. 
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Figure  27  (a) Schematic and (b) photo of type-A hybrid QD solar cell sample 

having 3 pairs of stacked GaSb/GaAs QD and InAs/GaAs QD layers. 

 

(c) Structure for 1-Pair of Type-B Hybrid Quantum-Dot Solar Cell 

The schematic and photo of 1-pair type-B hybrid QD solar cell are shown in 

Figure 28. The structure was grown on a p-type GaAs (001) substrate and 300-nm-

thick n-GaAs layer. A 300-nm-thick GaAs is grown as the buffer layer. After that, the 

QDs are grown in the SK mode of epitaxial growth by the mechanism of strain 

relaxation. Type-B QDs are from the deposition of the self-assembled GaSb QDs. 

Then 150-nm-thick GaAs is grown to cover GaSb QDs as it is the capping layer. 

Next, the GaAs capping layer is overgrown with a layer of self-assembled InAs QDs 

and then a 150-nm-thick GaAs is grown to cover InAs QDs as the second GaAs 

capping layer. This structure is 1-pair type-B hybrid QDs. The top/contact layer is the 

n-GaAs. Finally, the formation of AuGa/Ni and AuZn contacts is fabricated by the 

similar metal evaporation. 
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Figure  28  (a) Schematic and (b) photo of type-B hybrid QD solar cell sample 

having 1 pair of InAs/GaAs QD and GaSb/GaAs QD layers. 

 

3.2 Sample Characterization 

Two characterization methods are applied in this work. The first method is the 

current-voltage characteristic or DC characteristic. The second characterization 

method is the frequency response or AC characteristic. The details of the 

measurement setup and the applied AC and DC equivalent circuit models are 

described as follows. 

3.2.1 Current - Voltage Characteristics  

(a) Measurement for current - voltage characteristics 

The experimental setup of current-voltage characteristic measurement is 

shown in Figure 29. Equipment of experimental setup includes: 

1. Agilent E3633A and Agilent E3642A DC power supplies as voltage sources 

2. Keithley 6485 picoammeter as an ammeter 

3. Agilent 34401A Digital multimeter as a voltmeter 

4. Discrete resistor R, which is connected to the sample 

5. Tungsten lamp for illuminating light on the sample 

6. The sample, which is the hybrid QD solar cell (in the box). 
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Figure  29  Experimental setup 

 

The measurement circuit and DC equivalent circuit model of the QD solar cell 

are shown in Figure 30.  The measurement circuit for DC characteristic is the series-

connection between DC biased circuit and hybrid QD solar cell. The dashed-box in 

Figure 30 represents DC biased circuit. It is a series-connection between DC biased 

voltage source vS,DC and a series resistor RS,DC. The resistor RS,DC value is fixed at 1 

k1%. The DC biased voltage source vS,DC is the series-connection between Agilent 

E3633A and Agilent E3642A DC power supplies. The connection is done in order to 

be able to vary the DC biased voltage vS,DC from -10 to 10 V without any interruption 

of the measurement. The Keithley 6485 picoammeter acts as an ammeter and uses for 

current measurement. The Agilent 34401A digital multimeter acts as a voltmeter and 

is used for voltage measurement. For illuminating the sample, the light from 300-W 

tungsten lamp is stably applied to the sample in the box. 
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Figure  30  Measurement circuit of obtaining current - voltage characteristic and 

the DC equivalent circuit model of hybrid QD solar cell. 

 

(b) DC equivalent circuit model of hybrid QD solar cell 

The DC equivalent circuit of hybrid QD solar cell (59-64, 4.1) is shown in the 

shaded area of Figure 30. The diode D represents the p-n junction. The photocurrent 

source IPH is shunted with the p-n junction diode D and the shunt resistance RSH. Next, 

the series resistance RS is series-connected with this circuit. This RS represents the 

contact resistance and the resistance of semiconductor materials. The DC equivalent 

circuit of hybrid QD solar cell can be explained as follows. When the incident light is 

absorbed in the p-n junction, electron-hole pairs are produced. Then potential 

difference is created across the p-n junction. A Phenomenon of photovoltaic effect 

appears when charge carriers flow through the p-n junction to the external circuit. The 

result of this incidence is the observable photocurrent IPH. Photo-generated carriers 

should mostly flow to the external circuit. However, a small portion of the photo-

generated carriers can flow into some defects. These effects can be represented by the 

shunt resistance RSH. In fact, hybrid QD solar cell also has a resistance in 

semiconductor materials as well as a contact resistance. These resistances are 

represented by the series resistance RS.  
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3.2.2 Frequency responses  

(a) Measurement of frequency responses 

The experimental setup for the frequency response measurement is shown in 

Figure 29. Equipment for this experimental setup includes:  

1. Agilent E3633A and Agilent E3642A DC power supplies as voltage sources. 

2. Keithley 6485 picoammeter as an ammeter. 

3. Agilent 34401A Digital multimeter as a voltmeter. 

4. Function generator (sinusoidal waveform generator) as an AC voltage source. 

5. Oscilloscope (Agilent MSO-X 2004A) is used to measure the AC voltage 

signals. 

6. Discrete resistors and capacitor for connecting to the sample 

7. Tungsten lamp for illuminating light on the sample. 

8. The sample, which is the hybrid QD solar cell (in the box). 

 

The measurement circuit and the setup for the frequency response (AC 

characteristic) measurement are shown in Figure 31 (64). The measurement circuit for 

AC characteristic is the parallel-connection of the AC biased circuit, the DC biased 

circuit and the hybrid QD solar cell. Circuit elements in the dotted rectangle represent 

the DC biased circuit. This DC biased circuit is similar to the previously mentioned 

circuit. The dotted rectangle in Figure 31 marks the AC biased circuit. The AC biased 

voltage source vS,AC is series-connected with a capacitor CS,AC and a resistor RS,AC  

within the AC biased circuit. For determination of these circuit parameters, fixed 

values of RS,AC and CS,AC  (500- and 470 F) are applied. The amplitude of AC 

voltage source (from the function generator) is fixed at 0.25 V and AC voltage source 

is sinusoidal voltage while the frequency is varied between 1 kHz - 1 MHz. A 

multichannel oscilloscope (Agilent MSO-X 2004A) is used to measure the AC 

voltage signals as time function. Channel 1 of Agilent MSO-X 2004A oscilloscope 

measures AC biased voltage vS,AC. The AC signal is set as AC sinusoidal voltage vS,AC 

= Ain sin(2ft). The amplitude of input voltage Ain is fixed as 0.25 V. The second 

channel of the oscilloscope measures the solar-cell voltage vPV. The voltage signal of 
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hybrid QD solar cell vPV is in the form of vPV = Aout sin(2ft+), where Aout is the 

amplitude of output voltage,  is the phase difference and  f is the frequency.  

 

 

Figure  31  Measurement circuit for extracting frequency response and  

AC equivalent circuit model of hybrid QD solar cell. 

 

(b) AC equivalent circuit model of hybrid QD solar cell 

AC equivalent circuit of hybrid QD solar cell is presented in shaded area of 

Figure 31. The AC analysis is considered for obtaining this circuit. For steady state 

light illumination, the photocurrent source IPH becomes an open circuit. The p-n 

junction diode D is replaced with the AC diode capacitance of hybrid QD solar cell 

CD paralleled with the AC diode resistance RD. The DC biased source VS,DC and the 

capacitance of AC biased source CS,AC become short circuit. Therefore, the AC 

equivalent circuit of hybrid QD solar cell composes of the parallel connection 

between the AC diode capacitance CD, the AC diode resistance RD and the AC shunt 

resistance AC
SH

R . The AC series resistance AC
S

R  is series-connected with this AC 

circuit.  

 

3.3 Method for Optimal DC and AC Parameter Extraction 

After the measurement of the hybrid QD solar cells, the results of current-

voltage characteristics and frequency responses are obtained. Those measurement 

results are brought to extract DC and AC parameters. These below paragraphs 

explicate method for optimal DC and AC parameter extraction. 
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3.3.1 Extracted Method for the DC Circuit Parameters 

In order to extract the DC circuit parameters from the applied DC equivalent 

circuit model and the current-voltage characteristics. We use lsqcurvefit function in 

MATLAB optimization toolbox to find the solution (65). The lsqcurvefit function is 

used by base on Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm and trust region reflective method. 

Extracted procedure (shown in Figure 32) for the DC circuit parameters is as follows. 

 

Figure  32  Diagram showing the procedure for the DC circuit 

 parameter extraction. 

 

1. Initialize parameters and constraints 

Initial values of the reverse saturation current Io, the diode ideality factor n, 

the photocurrent IPH, the DC series resistance RS and the DC shunt resistance RSH are 

set. Constraints of these 5 fitting parameters are as follows:  

10 nA ≤ Io ≤ 1 mA, 1 ≤ n ≤ 2, 10 nA ≤ IPH ≤ 1 mA, 0 ≤ RS ≤ 5 kΩ, and 100 Ω ≤ RSH ≤ 

0.1 MΩ. 

2. Calculate the current-voltage characteristic from the set parameters 

The DC equivalent circuit of hybrid QD solar cell is shown in Figure 30 The 

p-n junction diode current ID can be calculated from  ( 1)/
D o D

I I exp qV nkT   of the 

Shockley diode equation. The current-voltage characteristics of hybrid QD solar cell 
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can relate with Equation (2.4). Since the current IPV and the voltage VPV of hybrid QD 

solar cell are related in a complicated function as shown in Equation (2.4). This work 

uses Lambert W function in writing the closed-form solution. The new equations of 

solar cell current are rearranged as follows: 

From DC equivalent circuit model in Figure 30 is used Kirchhoff's current law 

(KCL). 
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The Lambert W function is used in rearrangement for new equation. It is defined by 

      W x exp W x x . Thus the current-voltage characteristics (61, 62) of the 

hybrid QD solar cell can be expressed by Equation (3.1).  
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 3. Evaluate of DC fitness value 

The DC fitness value FDC for DC parameter extraction is obtained from the 

objective function. This function of DC fitness value is the sum of square error 

between experimentally measured current ,exp

i

PV
I  and calculated current ,cal

i

PV
I  of 

hybrid QD solar cell for each data point I (i = 1,2,…, N, where N represents the total 

number of I-V data points). The DC fitness value can be calculated from Equation 

(3.2). The current-voltage characteristic is fitted by using the lsqcurvefit function in 

MATLAB optimization toolbox to minimize this fitness value.  

 
2

,exp ,cal

1

min
N

i i

DC PV PV

i

F I I


              (3.2) 

4. Check for the termination and stop the fitting process 

When DC fitness value reaches the minimal value, the process of I-V curve 

fitting is stopped. The extracted parameters from this I-V curve fitting are the diode 

ideality factor n, the reverse saturation current Io, the photocurrent IPH, the DC shunt 

resistance RSH and the DC series resistance RS. 

 

3.3.2 Extracted Method for the AC Circuit Parameters  

In order to extract the AC circuit parameters from frequency responses and 

AC circuit of hybrid QD solar cell. This thesis uses the lsqcurvefit function in 

MATLAB optimization toolbox for searching the solution. The procedure (shown in 

Figure 33) for the AC circuit parameter extraction is as follows. 
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Figure  33  Diagram showing the procedure for the AC circuit  

parameter extraction. 

 

1. Initialize parameters and constraints 

The initial values and constraints of the series capacitance CD, the AC shunt 

resistance AC
SH

R , the AC series resistance AC
S

R  and the AC diode resistance RD are set 

for the fitting. 

2. Fit the waveforms of AC input and output voltage signals 

The AC voltage signals are measured in frequency range f between 1 kHz and 

1 MHz. Waveforms of AC input and output voltage signals are recorded and fitted. 

The output voltage amplitude Aout, the input voltage amplitude Ain and the phase 

difference are extracted. 

The extracted parameter of input voltage signal is the input voltage amplitude 

Ain. It is obtained from the fitting the recorded data with Equation (3.3)  

vS,AC = Ain sin(2ft)                                                       (3.3) 

The extracted parameters of output voltage signal are the output voltage 

amplitude Aout and the phase difference . They are obtained from the fitting with 

Equation (3.4) 
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vPV = Aout sin(2ft+),                                                    (3.4) 

where Aout is the amplitude of output voltage,  is the phase difference and f is the 

signal frequency.  

3. Calculate frequency responses of hybrid QD solar cells  

The frequency response curve is the amplitude ratio Aout/Ain  (in the unit of dB) 

versus frequency f (Hz) in log scale. The AC parameters are extracted from the fitting 

of this frequency response. From the AC equivalent circuit, the amplitude ratio 

Aout/Ain (dB) is calculated from the AC circuit by the voltage divider rule:  

in

out

in

in out

ZA

A Z Z



, 
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 and ,out S ACZ R   

Note that the inZ  is the total impedance of input side. It is first calculated from 

parallel connection of the AC shunt resistance AC
SH

R  and the AC diode capacitance 

DC . Then result is serially connected with the AC series resistance AC
S

R . The AC 

shunt resistance AC
SH

R  is the parallel connection of the AC diode resistance RD and the 

DC shunt resistance RSH.  The outZ  is total impedance of output side. Since it has only 

,S AC
R , the outZ  is equal to ,S AC

R . Thus the amplitude ratio Aout/Ain (dB) can be 

expressed as Equation. (3.5)  
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 4. Evaluate the AC fitness value 

The objective function of AC fitness FAC value is the sum of square error 

between experimentally measured amplitude ratio Aout,exp/Ain,exp and calculated 

amplitude ratio Aout,cal/Ain,cal for each data point i (i = 1,2,…,M, where M is the total 

number of data points). Evaluation of AC fitness value can be calculated from 
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Equation (3.6). The frequency response is fitted by using the lsqcurvefit function in 

the MATLAB optimization toolbox (65). 

2

in,exp in,cal

1 out,exp out,cal

min (in dB) (in dB)
M

AC

i

A A
F

A A

 
   

 
             (3.6) 

5. Check for the termination and stop the fitting process 

After the AC fitness value reaches a minimal value, the fitting process of frequency 

response curve is stopped. The AC extracted parameters from this fitting are the AC 

diode capacitance CD, the AC shunt resistance AC
SH

R , the AC series resistance AC
S

R  

and the AC diode resistance RD . 

 

3.4 Hollow Optical Microcavities 

The secondly interesting photonic structure is the optical microcavity. The 

structure could be utilized for the surface coating on a solar cell in order to enhance its 

efficiency. The hollow cylindrical and hyperboloidal optical microcavities are the 

designed structures. Procedures of the FDTD simulation and fabrication technique for  

optical microcavities are explained in detail in this chapter. 

 

3.4.1 Structure of hollow optical microcavities 

 The photonic structures of hollow optical microcavities are studied in this 

work. The designed structures are hollow cylindrical microcavities and hollow 

hyperboloidal microcavities. The structure details are as follows: 

(a) Hollow cylindrical microcavities  

The firstly designed structure of optical microcavity is a hollow cylindrical 

microcavitiy. The 3D structure of the investigated hollow cylindrical microcavity is 

shown in Figure 34 (a). The 3-dimensional (3D) of hollow cylindrical structure is 

simplified by design and analysis in planar domain (or 2D) with finite-difference 

time-domain (FDTD) simulation. The simplified 2D domain of hollow cylindrical 

structure is shown in Figure 34 (b).  Designed parameters of the hollow cylindrical 
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optical microcavity are the hole radius r, the hole period a, the waveguide width or 

the width of missing hole line w, the number of column holes N along x-direction and 

the number of row holes M along y-direction. Cylindrical diameter D in 3D 

transforms to lateral length L in 2D structure. This length in planar domain is 

calculated from the circumference of 3D cross-section ( L D ). Thus, the product of 

the hole period a and the number of hole column N is the lateral length L. This hole 

period a is the distance between the center point of first hole to center point of 

next/nearby hole. Dashed squares in the figure represent the unit cell size (a  a) of 

square hole array. In a typical design, the width of missing hole line w equals hole 

period a. The hole radius r is fixed at 0.25a. The numbers of hole columns N and rows 

M are designed to be 20 and 3, respectively. Simulation resolution is fixed at a/32. 

Red arrows in both figures represent propagation directions of the considered wave. 

 

 

Figure  34  (a) The 3D structure and (b) the simplified 2D structure of the 

investigated hollow cylindrical optical microcavity. 

 

(b) Hollow hyperboloidal microcavities 

The second designed structures of optical microcavities are hollow 

hyperboloid microcavities. This new shape is also named as anti-bottle resonator. The 

hollow hyperboloidal structure is designed by using Describe 2.1 software (66-68) 

(shown in Figure 35). Spiral surface of hyperboloid structures are fabricated from the 

adapted hyperboloidal helicoid equation as Equation (3.7). The base hyperboloidal 

helicoid equation is taken from (66). The equation for this point-by-point structural 

fabrication can be rewritten as  
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 The height H (see Figure 35 (b)) is the quotient of spiral line length per 

positive number c ( /hL c ). The spiral line length hL  is set from 
2

hL
  to

2

h
L

 because 

our design has center at position (0,0). The spiral line length at time t+1 is the sum 

between ,h t
L  and L ( , 1 ,h t h tL L L


  ). Thickness of hollow hyperboloid microcavity 

, 1h t
T

  at time t+1 is the sum between ,h t
T  and T  ( , 1 ,h t h t

T T T

  ). The 1tx  , 1ty   

and 1tz   are position x, position y and position z at time t+1, respectively. 0x  and 0y  

are initial positions. In order to set only positive position value. H  is height. t  is 

iteration. hL is the length of spiral line. The hL  is the difference value between spiral 

line length , 1h t
L

  at time t+1 and spiral line length ,h t
L  at time t. p, q and c are 

positive numbers. hT , ,minh
T , ,maxh

T  and ,h Line
T  are thickness, the thickness value at 

lower boundary (inner radius), thickness value at upper boundary (outer radius) of 

hyperboloidal microcavities, respectively. For the sake of clarity, we typically set the 

thickness of a spiral line ,h Line
T  to 0.15 m. 

 

Figure  35  (a) The 3D structure and (b) the microscope photo of the hollow 

symmetrical hyperboloid microcavity. 
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The designed structure and microscope photo of symmetrical hyperboloid 

microcavity are shown in Figures 3.10 (a) and (b), respectively. A symmetrical 

hyperboloidal microcavity has the bottom diameter BD  of 40 m, the central diameter 

CD  of 20 m and the top diameter 
TD  of 40 m. The thickness Th and the height H are 

designed to be 1.2 and 70 m.  

 

3.4.2 Finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) simulation 

Finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) (70) simulation is done by using 

MEEP software package (71). MEEP is an open-source software package developed 

at MIT to model electromagnetic systems. A normalized unit is used throughout this 

work (72).  

Since the dimensional system of hollow cylindrical optical microcavity is 

reduced from 3D to 2D, the propagation directions and corresponding wave fields 

become planar (They are confined in 2D plane). Radiative loss is neglected when both 

refractive index is a high value and the curvature is small. The material parameters 

have been selected according to the experimental work (73). The index of cavity can 

be presented by an effective index for this 2D simulation. The effective index is set to 

2.0 and the index of air hole is set at 1.0. The hole period a is the natural length. The 

characteristic frequency unit of c/a presents frequency scale where c = 3108 m/s. 

Typical hole period a is set at 320 to 400 nm and typical resonant wavelength is 

between visible and near-IR ranges (73).  

 

 

Figure  36  Simulation domain for low Q modes. The Hz dipole source and 

monitoring point are marked as a cross. 

http://ab-initio.mit.edu/wiki/index.php/Meep_acronym_expansions
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The initial structure of the simulation domain is shown in Figure 36.  The Hz 

dipole source and monitoring point are marked as a cross in this figure. A perfectly 

matched layer (PML) of the thickness is applied to be an artificial absorbing layer to 

simulate problems in FDTD simulation. The absorbing boundary condition is used for 

escaping waves while the periodic boundary condition is used for the confining 

waves. A Gaussian pulse at single frequency with narrow frequency width f is used 

to excite the optical field. The frequency width f is equal to 0.01 (c/a) and its center 

is set at at about the single mode resonant frequency fc.  

Typical structural parameters are shown in Figure 36. The hole radius r is set 

at 0.25a. The hole numbers along column N and hole numbers along row M are set 20 

and 3, respectively. The mode index m is set to 20. Only a polarized mode (74) is 

interesting in thin wall of the hollow cavity. The polarized mode with the 

perpendicular magnetic field Hz, electric fields Ex and Ey in plane along x and y 

direction is considered. After the simulation, the resonant mode fields of hollow 

cylindrical optical microcavities are extracted. The perpendicular magnetic field Hz, 

electric fields Ex and Ey are obtained after the significant pulse decays. The field 

profiles are recorded and then the simulation stops. The structural parameters are 

varied in each FDTD simulation. After that, the single resonant frequency fc and the 

Q factor are extracted by using harmonic inversion routine implemented in MEEP.  
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3.4.3 Fabrication of hollow microcavity by the photonic professional GT 

DLW system 

The photonic professional GT DLW system (67-69) and Describe 2.1 software 

are used for 3D constructing in complex nanometric structures. The components of 

the photonic professional GT DLW system are shown in Figure 37.   

 

 

Figure  37  The photonic professional GT DLW system 

 

The first step is the sample preparation as shown in Figure 38. The photoresist 

(Nanoscribe IP-L 780) is applied on the bottom side and center of the substrate by 

using an oil immersion configuration (shown in Figure 39). An oil immersion lens is 

used. Aberrations for oil immersion configuration increase with depth. The height of 

structure has less than 170 m. 

 

Figure  38  Application of IP-L 780 photoresist. 
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Figure  39  Oil immersion configuration (69). 

 

2. The second step is the power-up procedure (Figure 40). The controller is 

switched on. The computer is turned on before turning on other components. The 

laser controller is then switched on. The laser is automatically controlled by 

NanoWrite software. The galvo scanner power supply is switched on. The galvo 

calibration uses 3 minutes for self-calibration. The microscope power supply unit is 

then turned on. The z-drive of the microscope is checked at the lowermost position. 

“lower z-limit reached” message in Figure 41 will appear on the screen of the 

microscope controller. The NanoWrite program in computer is then ready for any 

operation. 

 

 

Figure  40  The device is inside the 3D printer electronics rack. 
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Figure  41  The microscope displays lower z-limit reached. 

  

 3. The third step is the loading of sample on the sample holder. In the 

NanoWrite program, the message “Exchange Holder button” appears. The user 

interface of NanoWrite is then clicked. After that, the holder exchange procedure 

starts. Z-drive will move to a save position. The first sequence of exchange holder is 

centered at the sample position. The objective lens reaches the lower z-drive limit 

afterwards. The piezo servos will be switched off when the exchange holder dialog is 

opened. Loading of the sample holder is now permitted. A sample holder is inserted. 

The sample holder must be flushed with the piezo frame. When the sample holder is 

loaded, user interface is chosen to be at the appropriate sample holder in the exchange 

holder dialog. After that, the desired sample position of the sample holder is selected 

in NanoWrite.  

4. Next steps are approaching the sample, finding the interface and loading a 

print job. The sample approach is confirmed in NanoWrite. Sample approach can be 

started. After the printer drives the objective up along the z direction towards the 

substrate until it finds the interface. 

A sophisticated definite focus system in this printer can automatically detect 

most interfaces. The automated interface detection requires a sufficient refractive 

index contrast sinsubstrate ren n n    at 835 nm (the wavelength of the clear focus with 

LED illumination). The blue curve of intensity-pixel index in Figure 42 represents the 

interface finder. The signal curve is a combination of the grating curve part and bent 

curve part. The bent curve part intensity is obtained from the LED illumination. The 

interface position depends on the z-drive height. If the objective moves closer to the 
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substrate. The grating signal occurs at the right of this curve. When the z height is 

moved, the height increases. Grating signal leads to the left of this curve. The grating 

position along the x direction relates with distance between objective to interface. 

 

Figure  42  The curve of intensity-pixel index represents in 

 display of the interface finder. 

 

Then user of NanoWrite should click “Load Job button”. It will allow the user 

to choose the GWL file from the popup window. This GWL file of printed structure is 

from the design within Describe 2.1 software. 

5. The printing process and unloading the sample holder. After clicking the 

Start Job bottom. The printing process starts. The operation is shown as shown in 

Figure 43. A pulsed laser beam (780 nm, 80 MHz) is focused in the resist to define 

the structure by creating chemically modified volume pixel point-by-point. The 

piezoscanning mode and continuous mode are applied because of the required high 

precision. A surface of the hyperboloidal microcavity is fabricated by moving the 

laser beam in helicoid shape (3D spiral lines). This fabricated structure has a smooth 

surface. After the print job finishes, the display Exchange Holder bottom in 

NanoWrite is then clicked to unload the sample holder. The objective lens is driven to 

the lower z-drive limit and the piezo servos are switched off. Then the operator must 

carefully pull out the sample holder. 
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Figure  43  User interface of NanoWrite after the printing process  

started operation. 

 

6. Finally, a structure is submerged in the developer (glycol 1-monomethyl 

ether 2-acetate: PGMEA) for 30 minutes in order to remove the residue resin of the 

printed structure. After that, the structure is submerged in isopropyl alcohol for 15 

minutes in order to remove the developer. The substrate is taken out and gently blown 

by using an air ball blower. 

 

Figure  44  Sample development process includes (a) washing out  

the residues of the written structure and (b) removing the developer. 

 



CHAPTER IV 

 

RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

 

The results from the attempt to improve hybrid QD solar cells by the 

integration of QDs (as the first investigated photonic structure) are discussed via the 

DC and AC circuit parameters and electrical properties of type-A and type-B QD 

solar cells. The type-A hybrid QD solar cell is the hybrid GaSb/GaAs and InAs/GaAs 

QD solar cell. The type-B hybrid QD solar cell is the hybrid InAs/GaAs and 

GaSb/GaAs QD solar cell. The change of the layer numbers as well as the switching 

of the layer sequence influence the solar cell performance. Comparative discussions 

of extracted DC circuit parameters are divided into 2 parts. One is between 1-pair and 

3-pair of type-A hybrid QD solar cells.  Another is between 1-pair of type-A and type-

B hybrid QD solar cells. The comparative discussion of the DC circuit parameter 

values in the differently stacking sequence of QD layers will be done. The discussion 

of AC circuit parameters from 1-pair and 3-pair of type-A hybrid QD solar cells will 

be presented. After that, the second intersresting topic is the investigation of optical 

microcavities. The resonant mode fields and WGM in hollow cylindrical 

microcavities simulated with various structural parameters are discussed. The final 

results are the observation of resonant modes in novel hollow hyperboloidal 

microcavities. 

 

4.1 DC Circuit Parameters of Type-A and Type-B Hybrid QD Solar Cells 

The results of improving in the first photonic structures by the increase of 

stacked hybrid QD layers and the differently stacking QD sequence are discussed via 

DC circuit parameters and electrical properties as follows. 
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4.1.1 Result and discussion of DC Circuit Parameters between 1-Pair and 

3-pair of Type-A Hybrid QD Solar Cells 

 The measurement results of current-voltage characteristics are shown in 

Figure 45. Table 1 shows the extracted basic DC electrical parameters. They are the 

short circuit current ISC, the open circuit voltage VOC, the maximum power point 

current IMPP, the maximum power point voltage VMPP, the maximum power point 

power PMPP and the fill factor FF. All indicates the quality of the hybrid QD solar 

cell. Note that the fill factor FF is calculated by the ratio of the maximum power point 

power per power at both the open circuit voltage and short circuit current 

MPP MPP MPP

T SC OC

P I V

P I V

 
 

 

. 

 

Table 1  DC electrical parameters for the 1-pair and 3-pair of type-A hybrid QD solar 

cells.  

Parameters 
1-pair of type-A  

hybrid QD sample 

3-pair of type-A  

hybrid QD sample 

ISC (mA) 0.325 0.176 

VOC (V) 0.289 0.315 

IMPP (mA) 0.222 0.097 

VMPP (V) 0.170 0.187 

PMPP (W) 377 181 

FF 0.400 0.327 

 

The short circuit current ISC, the maximum power point current IMPP and the 

maximum power point power PMPP of 1-pair type-A hybrid QD sample are higher 

than those of the 3-pair hybrid QD sample. The differences can be explained by the 

fact that the photo-generated current in 3-pair hybrid QD sample is less. The defects 

might appear within crystal of the device as shown in the transmission electron 
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microscopy image of this sample (26, 58). The generated carriers would be trapped. 

The dark current seems to be increased, thus the photo-generated current and the short 

circuit current reduce. These causes the degradation of short circuit current ISC and the 

maximum power value PMPP. Therefore the fill factor FF of the 3-pair hybrid QD 

sample is reduced. However, the open circuit voltage VOC  and the maximum power 

point voltage VMPP of 3-pair type-A hybrid QD sample have more than those of 1-pair 

hybrid QD sample. A higher open circuit voltage VOC of hybrid QD solar cells occurs 

from an improvement by increasing the number of stacked InAs/GaAs and 

GaSb/GaAs QD pairs. Electron-hole pairs in hybrid QD solar cell are increased. The 

open circuit voltage VOC value is also increased. 

 

 

Figure  45   Current-voltage characteristic curves of 1-pair and  

3-pair type-A hybrid QD samples. 

 

The current-voltage characteristics of 1-pair and 3-pair for type-A hybrid QD 

samples are shown in Figure 45. Blue squares represent the measured current-voltage 

data of 1-pair type-A hybrid QD solar cell. The type-A sample is 1-pair hybrid 

GaSb/GaAs QD and InAs/GaAs QD solar cell.  Red circles represent the measured 

current-voltage data of 3-pair type-A QD solar cell. The solid and dashed lines are 

fitting results with the Equation (3.1) of current-voltage characteristics and DC 

equivalent circuit model (See Figure 3.5). Maximum power points of each sample are 

marked. Table 2 shows the list of extracted DC circuit parameters. From the fitting, 
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we found that the diode ideality factors n of both samples are always equal 2 (as it is 

the upper bound of this fitting). This means that the recombination current of hybrid 

QD solar cells is the dominant current (64, 75).  

The reverse saturation current Io and the photocurrent IPH of 3-pair hybrid QD 

sample are lower than the values of 1-pair hybrid QD sample. The photocurrent IPH 

has the values of 0.354 and 0.205 mA for the 1-pair and 3-pair type-A QD samples, 

respectively. The photocurrents IPH of the both samples are approximately equal to the 

short circuit current ISC (see Tables 1 and 2). The DC shunt resistance (RSH = 2.21 kΩ) 

of 3-pair hybrid QD sample has less value than of 1-pair hybrid QD sample (RSH = 

3.75 kΩ). This RSH might lead to an increased open-circuit voltage VOC (75).  

The DC series resistance RS is always lower than the DC shunt resistance. On 

the contrary, the DC series resistance of 3-pair type-A QD sample (RS = 335 Ω) has 

higher value than of 1-pair for type-A QD sample (RS = 241 Ω). This DC series 

resistance RS in the DC circuit model represents the contact resistance. The observed 

low DC series resistance is consistent with the higher FF of hybrid QD solar cell. The 

fill factors of 1-pair and 3-pairs have the values of 0.4 and 0.327, respectively. 

Consequently, the 1-pair type-A QD sample has better solar cell performance than the 

3-pair of type-A QD sample.  

 

Table 2  Extracted DC circuit parameters for the 1-pair and 3-pair of type-A hybrid 

QD solar cells. 

Parameters 

1-pair of type-A 

QD sample 

3-pair of type-A 

QD sample 

IPH (mA) 0.354 0.205 

n 2 2 

Io (μA) 1.009 0.130 

RS (Ω) 241 335 

RSH (kΩ) 3.75 2.21 
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4.1.2 Result and discussion of DC Circuit Parameters between Type-A 

and Type-B Hybrid QD Solar Cells 

The measurement results of current-voltage characteristics are shown in 

Figure 46. Both samples are illuminated with light intensity as 1 sun at room 

temperature. DC electrical parameters for the 1-pair of type-A and type-B of hybrid 

QD solar cells are listed in Table 3. The type-B sample is 1-pair hybrid InAs/GaAs 

QD and GaSb/GaAs QD solar cell. The type-A sample is 1-pair hybrid GaSb/GaAs 

QD and InAs/GaAs QD solar cell. From this result, we found that 1-pair type-A 

hybrid QD sample has lower short circuit current ISC and lower open circuit voltage 

VOC values. The ISC and VOC of type-A hybrid QD sample are equal to 0.11 mA and 

0.27 V, respectively. ISC and VOC of type-B hybrid QD sample are equal to 0.17 mA 

and 0.34 V, respectively.  

 

Table 3  DC electrical parameters for the 1-pair of type-A and type-B of hybrid QD 

solar cells.  

 

 

Parameters 
1-pair of type-A 

QD sample 

1-pair of type-B 

QD sample 

ISC (mA) 0.11 0.17 

VOC (V) 

IMPP (mA) 

VMPP (V) 

PMPP (W) 

0.27 

0.027 

0.15 

4.02 

0.34 

0.085 

0.22 

18.78 

FF 0.39 0.49 

 

The type-B hybrid QD sample has the higher short circuit current ISC value 

since the stacking sequence in hybrid QD layers is suitable for the light absorption. 

When light is illuminated in structure of type-B hybrid QD sample, carrier 

recombination and absorption rate of electron-hole pairs increase. The straddling gap 

alignment influences the confinement of electron-hole pairs in of InAs/GaAs QDs 
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(23, 24, 29). The alignment of staggered gap is considered (28, 30, 31). After 

electron-hole pairs flow into GaSb/GaAs QD layer, the confinement of holes occurs 

in the GaSb while the electrons are surrounding in the GaAs. The alignment of 

staggered gap leads to long carrier lifetime. Consequently, the carriers have more 

possibility to escape the QD. The short circuit current ISC of the type-B hybrid QD 

sample is thus increased (26, 58, 33). 

Moreover, the correct stacking sequence in structure of type-B hybrid QD 

sample positively affects the maximum power point power (PMPP = 18.78 W) and 

the fill factor (FF = 0.49) values. Thus, IMPP, VMPP, PMPP and FF of 1-pair type-B 

hybrid QD sample have higher values than those of 1-pair type-A hybrid QD sample. 

The maximum power point power PMPP and the fill factor FF of type-A hybrid QD 

sample are approximately 4.02 W and 0.39, respectively. 

 

 

Figure  46  Current-voltage characteristic curves for the 1-pair of type-A  

and type-B of hybrid QD solar cells. 
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The current-voltage characteristics of the 1-pair for type-A and type-B hybrid 

QD solar cells are shown in Figure 46. Red circles represent the measured current-

voltage data of 1-pair for type-A hybrid QD solar cell. Blue squares represent the 

measured current-voltage data of 1-pair for type-B hybrid QD solar. Maximum power 

points of each sample are marked in Figure 46. The solid and dashed lines are fitting 

with the current-voltage characteristics and DC equivalent circuit model. 

The extracted DC circuit parameters are shown in Table 4. From the fitting, 

we found that the diode ideality factors n of both samples are always equal 2 (as it is 

the upper bound of the fitting). This means that the recombination current of hybrid 

QD solar cells is the dominant current (75, 23). The reverse saturation current Io and 

the photocurrent IPH of 1-pair for type-B hybrid QD sample have the higher values 

than those of 1-pair type-A hybrid QD sample. The photocurrent IPH of the both 

samples are equal to the short circuit current ISC (See Tables 3 and 4). The 

photocurrent IPH has the values of 0.115 and 0.176 mA of type-A and type-B hybrid 

QD samples, respectively. 

The DC shunt resistance (RSH = 4.820 kΩ) of type-B hybrid QD sample has 

less value than that of type-A hybrid QD sample (RSH = 15.36 kΩ). The DC series 

resistance RS is always lower than the DC shunt resistance RSH. On the contrary, the 

DC series resistance of type-B hybrid QD sample (RS = 0.249 kΩ) has a higher value 

than of type-A hybrid QD sample (RS = 0.321 kΩ). The higher contact resistance and 

the high leakage current of type-A QD sample lead to the low fill factor of the hybrid 

QD solar cell. This effect is from the incorrectly stacking sequence of QD layers. The 

fill factors of type-A and type-B hybrid QD sample have the values of 0.39 and 0.49, 

respectively. Consequently, the correct stacking sequence of QD layers in type-B 

hybrid QD sample can provide better solar cell performance than the 1-pair of type-A 

QD sample.  
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Table 4  Extracted DC circuit parameters for the 1-pair of type-A and type-B of 

hybrid QD solar cells. 

 

Parameters 

1-pair of type-A 

QD sample 

1-pair of type-B 

QD sample 

IPH (mA) 0.115 0.176 

n 2 2 

Io (μA) 0.124 0.180 

RS (kΩ) 0.321 0.249 

RSH (kΩ) 15.36 4.820 

 

4.2 Result and discussion of AC Circuit Parameters between 1-Pair and 3-pair 

type-A hybrid QD solar cells 

The AC voltage signals are measured at the signal frequency f between 1 

kHz and 1 MHz. Examples of AC input and output voltage signals at f = 500 kHz are 

shown in Figure 47. The AC input VS,AC and output VPV voltage signals are plotted 

with green squares and red circles, respectively. The solid line is the fitting with vS,AC 

= Ain sin(2ft) and dashed line is the fitting with vPV = Aout sin(2ft+), where Aout is 

the amplitude of output voltage, f is the frequency, and  is the phase difference. After 

fitting, the output voltage amplitude Aout, the input voltage amplitude Ain and the 

phase difference are extracted.  
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Figure  47  Waveforms of input and output voltage signals obtain from the 

oscilloscope at f = 500 kHz. The full and dashed lines are the fitted results. 

 

The obtained amplitude ratio of output voltage amplitude Aout per input 

voltage amplitude (Aout/Ain) from the 1-pair and 3-pair hybrid QD samples are plotted 

with blue squares and red circles in Figure 48. The results are frequency responses. 

Vertical axis represents the amplitude ratio Aout/Ain. Horizontal axis represents the 

frequency f. The frequency responses of 1-pair and 3-pair hybrid QD samples are 

shown in Figure 48.  The solid and dashed lines are the fitting with the AC equivalent 

circuit model. The responses of both samples decrease with the frequency. The 1-pair 

hybrid QD sample has broader frequency response than that of the 3-pair hybrid QD 

sample. The AC series resistance AC
S

R , the AC diode capacitance CD and the AC 

shunt resistance AC
SH

R  are extracted from fitting of frequency response curves.  
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Figure  48  Frequency responses for 1-pair and 3-pair of hybrid QD solar cells 

biased at maximum power points (marked in Figure 45). 

 

The extracted AC circuit parameters of hybrid QD solar cells are listed in 

Table 5. The diode capacitance of 3-pair hybrid QD sample (CD = 5.47 nF) has higher 

value than that of the 1-pair hybrid QD sample (CD = 1.33 nF) since the buried QDs in 

the 3-pair hybrid QD sample have high volume density. 

In addition, the cutoff frequency of 1-pair hybrid QD sample has a higher 

value than that of 3-pair hybrid QD sample. The cutoff frequency is typically inversed 

proportional with the diode capacitance CD of hybrid QD solar cell. The low value of 

cutoff frequency implies that the diode capacitance CD of solar cell is high. Thus 1-

pair hybrid QD sample has wider frequency bandwidth than that of 3-pair hybrid QD 

sample.  
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Table 5  Extracted AC circuit parameters for 1-pair and 3-pair of hybrid QD solar 

cells. 

Parameters 

1-pair of type-A  

hybrid QD sample 

3-pair of type-A  

hybrid QD sample 

CD (nF) 1.33 5.47 

AC
S

R  (Ω) 81 315 

RD (kΩ) 0.583 3.77 

AC
SH

R  (kΩ) 0.504 1.39 

 

The extracted values of AC series resistance of 3-pair hybrid QD sample is 

higher than that of 1-pair hybrid QD sample. The DC series resistance has a higher 

value than that of AC series resistance when AC series resistance AC
S

R and DC series 

resistance RS are considered. In fact, the DC series resistance RS is the summation of 

AC series resistance AC
S

R  and static resistance RO (RS = AC
S

R  + RO). The static 

resistance (RO = 160 Ω) of 1-pair hybrid QD sample has a higher value than that of 3-

pair hybrid QD sample (RO = 20 Ω). The static resistance RO in both samples does not 

respond to AC signal.  

The AC shunt resistance of 3-pair hybrid QD sample ( AC
SH

R  = 1.39 kΩ) has 

higher value than that of 1-pair hybrid QD sample ( AC
SH

R  = 504 Ω). The AC shunt 

resistances AC
SH

R  are always higher value than the AC series resistances AC
S

R  since the 

AC shunt resistance AC
SH

R  is parallel between AC diode resistance RD of solar cell and 

DC shunt resistance RSH. These parameters are shown in red dashed frame in Figure 

31 of the AC equivalent circuit model. The AC diode resistance RD of 1-pair hybrid 

QD sample ( AC
S

R  = 81 Ω) is lower than that of 3-pair hybrid QD sample ( AC
S

R = 315 

Ω). When the current flows through the sample, a small portion of the photo-

generated carriers might flow through some defects. This can affect the value of DC 

shunt resistance RSH.  
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The low DC shunt resistance RSH implies that the more leakage current flows 

through the DC shunt resistor since a high number of defects is observed in this 

sample (23, 24). The AC diode resistance RD tends in the same direction with AC 

shunt resistance AC
SH

R . The AC diode resistance RD of 3-pair hybrid QD sample (RD = 

3.77 kΩ) has higher value than that of 1-pair hybrid QD sample (RD = 0.583 kΩ). The 

RD relates to the leakage current as well (29). The-o DC leakage current flows through 

the DC shunt resistor. The leakage current causes the reduced solar cell current as 

– – /
PV PH D D SH

I  I I V R  where   / – 1
D o D

I I exp qV nkT    . The quantity of defects in 

the grown structure influences the values of these resistances. 

 

4.3 Whispering-gallery mode and optical characteristics of hollow optical 

microcavities  

The second interesting photonic structure in this thesis is the optical 

microcavities. They are ultimately aimed to  improve the efficiency of solar cells. 

Three results from optical microcavities are discussed. They are the resonant mode 

fields of hollow cylindrical optical microcavities by using FDTD simulation, the 

WGM in hollow cylindrical microcavities at various structural parameters, and the PL 

of hollow hyperboloidal microcavities. 

 

4.3.1 Result and discussion about the resonant mode fields of hollow 

cylindrical optical microcavities by using FDTD simulation 

The magnetic field profiles Hz of resonant mode for the mode index m = 19, 

20, and 21 are shown in Figures 49 (a), (b), and (c), respectively by using the FDTD 

simulation with the symmetric domain. Initial simulation domain is designed as 

shown in Figure 36. The hole radius r is set at 0.25a. The hole numbers along column 

N and hole numbers along row M are set 20 and 3, respectively. The results of varied 

mode index m found that when the mode index m are set at 19, 20, and 21. The Q 

factor values are obtained at 214, 407 and 1531, respectively. And the resonant 

frequencies fC are achieved at 0.49234(c/a), 0.51602(c/a) and 0.54111(c/a), 
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respectively. The color scale shows the magnetic field Hz from negative Hz (dark red) 

to zero (white) to positive Hz (dark blue). 

 

 

Figure  49The magnetic field profiles Hz of resonant modes are extracted  

at m = (a) 19, (b) 20, and (c) 21 in simulation domain for low Q factor. 

 

The relation of varied mode index m with Q factor values and varied mode 

index m can be explained by the fact that a resonant frequencies fC in these modes can 

be calculated from /C ef m n N , where ne is the effective index. The relation of this 

equation is equivalent to the well-known / eL m n , where  is the optical 

wavelength in vacuum. Optical leakage of each mode in other microcavities can be 

characterized by its Q factor, but this microcavity does not show a clear trend of the Q 

factor variation as a function of mode index m.  

On the other hand, typical WGM microcavities have a clear trend of the Q 

factor variation such as microdisks (76). It relates with the variation of spatial mode 

field pattern and the array of holes. Whereas only at m = N can appear the matching 

between the hole period and the field wavelength, the other modes are considered to a 

different scattering loss at the hole edge. For the case of mode index m is equal to 20. 
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The hole numbers along column N in this FDTD simulation is set at 20 (m = N). 

Lossy field profile occurs from the large overlap between the magnetic field Hz and 

the patterned holes. The obtained Q factor value is low (Q ~ 407). 

 

 

Figure  50  (a) The magnetic field profile Hz, (b) the electric field profiles Ex and 

(c) Ey are extracted at m=20 in simulation domain for single high Q factor. 

 

The asymmetric simulation domain is initially designed as in Figure 36. The 

hole radius r is set at 0.25a. The hole numbers along column N and hole numbers 

along row M are set at 20 and 3, respectively. The mode index m =20 matches the 

hole number along the  

column N. Other parameters are not changed. The excitation source and the 

boundary location are simultaneously changed in order to obtain the enhancement of 

the single WGM mode. The magnetic field profiles Hz, electric field profiles in x-

direction Ex and electric field profiles in y-direction Ey of the enhanced mode are 

shown in Figures 50 (a), (b), and (c), respectively. These obtained electric and 

magnetic fields can be related to others by using classical/conventional Maxwell’s 

equations (70, 72). The Q factor value of 10387 is obtained and the resonant 

frequency fC of 0.51789(c/a) is achieved.  
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Figure  51  (a) the electric and (b) magnetic field energy density profiles are 

extracted at m=20 in simulation domain for single high Q factor. 

 

The electric and magnetic field energy densities can be simulated as shown in 

Figures 5.1(a) and (b). The temporal oscillations are observed in these field energy 

densities. The color scale shows from zero (black) to maximum value (white). This 

profile of electric energy density is compared the results in reference (73). The profile 

of electric energy density in Figure 5.1(a) is qualitatively similar to the field profile 

shown in that reference. However, the field profile of that reference is calculated by 

using the finite element method (77). Thus, the field results from our FDTD 

simulation are correctly calculated and our field results are consistent with other 

calculation methods. 

 

4.3.2 Result and discussion about WGM of hollow cylindrical 

microcavities at various structural parameters 

The various structural parameters of hollow cylindrical microcavities are 

simulated in the FDTD method. The structural parameters are the hole radius r, the 

missing hole width or the waveguide width w, the hole number along columns N and 

hole number along rows M. The resonant frequency fc and the Q factor are extracted 
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after the simulations with various structural parameters. The results are discussed 

below. 

 

(a) Effect of varying the hole radius r to the resonant frequency fC and the 

Q factor values 

The varying results of the hole radius r affect the resonant frequency fC and the 

Q factor values as shown in Figure 52. Red circles represent the variation of the Q 

factor as a function of hole radius r. Blue squares represent the variation of the 

resonant frequency fC as a function of hole radius r. The frequency fC of 0.5142, 

0.5147, 0.5152, 0.5158, 0.5163, 0.5168, 0.5174 and 0.5179 (c/a) are accomplished at 

normalized hole radius r/a of 0.18, 0.19, 0.2, 0.21, 0.22, 0.23, 0.24 and 0.25, 

respectively. When the hole radius r increases, the resonant frequency increases 

linearly. The extracted positive slope of this resonant frequency fC - hole radius r 

relation is 4
.(0.05305 1 93 )10 c


  . The tendency in this results is named a blueshift.  

 

 

Figure  52  Variations of resonant frequency fC and Q factor  

as a function of hole radius r. 

 

This result can be described by the diminishing of the effective width of the 

field and/or the reduction of effective index of the hole array. An increasing of hole 

radius r causes the reduction of the waveguiding area. This is similar to the decreasing 

of the width w. The confined field profile in the resonance cavity is reduced as 
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increasing in the hole radius r. This is similar to a reduction of the effective index and 

it results in the blueshift of the resonant frequency. An analogy to the electronic 

wavefunction in finite square well in Quantum Mechanics can be done (70, 79). The 

high electron confinement energy will reduce the well width. Furthermore, the 

increasing of the barrier height can enhance this frequency, which is proportional to 

the photon energy. 

When results of the Q factor- the hole radius r relation are considered. The Q 

factor values of 12347 , 10902, 12609, 16820, 12394, 11508, 10232 and 10387 are 

achieved at normalized hole radius r/a of 0.18, 0.19, 0.2, 0.21, 0.22, 0.23, 0.24 and 

0.25, respectively. The hole radius at 0.21a is interesting because this setting can 

obtain a high Q value of 10387. The optimization of Q factor value can do by 

simultaneously varying of several parameters. Thus the optimum configuration of 

simultaneously several parameters might obtain the well field profile and high Q 

factor. However, the Q factor optimization of simultaneously several parameters is 

not the scope of this work. 

 

(b) Effect of varying the missing hole width w to the resonant frequency fC 

and the Q factor values 

The change of width of missing hole line w affects the resonant frequency fC 

and the Q factor values as shown in Figure 53. Red circles represent the variation of 

the Q factor as a function of width of missing hole line w. Blue squares represent the 

variation of the resonant frequency fC as a function of width of missing hole line w.  

The relation between resonant frequency fC and the width w is considered. The 

frequency fC of 0.5187, 0.5183, 0.5179, 0.5175, 0.5171 and 0.5168 (c/a) is 

accomplished at normalized width w/a of 0.96, 0.98, 1.00, 1.02, 1.04 and 1.06, 

respectively. When the width of missing hole line w increases, the resonant frequency 

decreases linearly. The extracted negative slope of this resonant frequency fC - width 

w relation is 4
2( 0.01978 .33 0 )1 c


   . The tendency in this results is named a redshift (78). 

A redshift or a negative blueshift is as simultaneous reduction of the frequency and 

photon energy. On the other hand, the wavelength increases.  
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Figure  53  Variations of resonant frequency fC and Q factor as a function  

of missing hole width w. 

 

When the relation between the Q factor and width w is considered, the Q 

factor values of 8965, 9674, 10387, 1089, 11272 and 11517 are obtained at 

normalized width w/a of 0.96, 0.98, 1.00, 1.02, 1.04 and 1.06, respectively. This result 

can be explained by the widening of the field width. When width of missing hole line 

w increases, the Q factor increases. Therefore, the varying of this parameter can 

enhance the Q factor. Nevertheless, appearance of higher order mode along vertical 

direction and narrowing of the adjacent modes might have to be considered. 

 

(c) Effect of varying hole number along columns N to the resonant 

frequency fC and the Q factor values 

The variation of the hole numbers along column N affects the resonant 

frequency fC and the Q factor values as shown in Figure 54. Red circles represent the 

variation of the Q factor as a function of the hole numbers along column N. Blue 

squares represent the variation of the resonant frequency fC as a function of the hole 

number along column N. The results found that when the hole number along column 

N increases, the resonant frequency fC remains constant. A resonant frequency fC 

approximates 0.5179(c/a). The obtained variation occurs from the numerical 

uncertainty. This result is correct according to the conventional theory (73).  
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Figure  54  Variations of resonant frequency fC and Q factor as a function  

of hole numbers along columns N. 

 

When the variation of Q factor is considered, the Q factor values of 4572, 

10387, 16657 and 18097 are obtained at N = 10, 20, 30 and 40, where N is the number 

of columns along x-direction. In the Q factor - N curve, we observe a high Q factor 

when N is set at 40. The Q factor is equal to 18097. It seems that the direction of Q 

factor value is trending upward when the hole numbers along column N further 

increases. However, if numbers along column N is further large. The simulation must 

use a larger domain. This tendency might be explained that the dynamic of field 

profile is enhanced in a larger confined structure. 

 

(d) Effect of varying hole number along rows M to the resonant frequency 

fC and the Q factor values 

The variation of the hole number along rows M affects the resonant frequency 

fC and the Q factor values as shown in Figure 55. Red circles represent the variation of 

the Q factor as a function of the hole numbers along row M. Blue squares represent 

the variation of the resonant frequency fC as a function of the hole numbers along row 

M. This result explains that the level of lateral confinement is indicated by the number 

of rows. This is similar to electronic QW, it can see as the barrier layer. The relation 

between fC and N is as follows. When the hole number along column N increases, the 

resonant frequency fC remains constant (Small variation is due to the numerical 

uncertainty). A resonant frequency fC approximates 0.5179(c/a). 
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Figure  55  Variations of resonant frequency fC and Q factor as a function  

of hole numbers along rows M. 

 

When the Q factor variation due to the change of M is considered, the Q 

factor values of 3896, 9015, 10387, 11585 and 14607 are obtained at M = 1-5. At the 

lower boundary (M = 1), we observe a low Q factor value of 3896. For the 5 rows of 

hole numbers (M = 5), a high Q factor value of 14607 is obtained.  Therefore, the hole 

numbers M along y-direction can affect the Q factor value. Note that the strain-driven 

self-rolling process, which is used to fabricate this hollow cylindrical microcavity, is 

influenced by this parameter. In other words, the changing of the hole numbers affects 

the fabrication process. A nanomembranes with a large hole numbers might have 

reduced intrinsic strain and they might not roll as desired. 

  

4.3.3 Result and discussion about an optical microcavity of hollow 

hyperboloidal microcavities 

 The PL measurement for the optical characteristics of hollow hyperboloidal 

microcavities is performed. An excitation laser with the emission of 514.53 nm is 

applied. The laser power is set at 15 mW by using LabSpec software. A microscope 

objective lens has a 50x magnification. The laser focuses on the center of the samples. 
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Figure  56  PL spectra of (a) the hyperboloidal microcavity sample and  

(b) the sample with some structural imperfection. 

 

A typical PL spectrum of a symmetrical hyperboloidal microcavity is shown in 

Figure 56 (a). An effective refractive index effn  is calculated from this data  

2
( / ) .eff mn D     The wavelength of interesting mode is m, wavelength of nearby 

mode is m+1 and the free spectral range is  = m+1 - m. The hyperboloid diameter 

D at focused position of laser is center of this symmetrical structure is about 20 m. 

20D  m. Range of effective refractive index approximately 1.15-1.35 is obtained.  

The Q factor is defined by /m mQ    . Where m  is width of the peak mode. 

Typically, low quality Q factors of 250-445 are revealed the observed wavelength 

range of 530-570 nm. For the structure with defect as shown in Figure 56 (b), no 

resonant modes are observed. 

 

 

 



CHAPTER V 

 

CONCLUSION 

  

This thesis presents the investigation of the two photonic structures for 

improving the solar cells. They are QD structure and optical microcavity. The 

different QD structures are investigated and comparatively discussed by the electrical 

characteristics and circuit parameters of hybrid QD solar cells while structures of 

optical microcavities are investigated for their optical characteristics. 

For the hybrid QD solar cells, the improvement can be done by the increase of 

stacked hybrid QD layers and the differently stacking QD sequence. The DC and AC 

circuit parameters for type-A and type-B hybrid QD solar cells are extracted and 

discussed. The type-A hybrid QD solar cell is the hybrid GaSb/GaAs and InAs/GaAs 

QD solar cell. The type-B hybrid QD solar cell is hybrid InAs/GaAs and GaSb/GaAs 

QD solar cell. The experimental results are summarized as follows. The extracted DC 

circuit parameters of hybrid QD solar cells are obtained from the fitting the current-

voltage characteristic curves. The reverse saturation current IO, the diode ideality 

factor n, the photocurrent IPH, the series resistance RS and the shunt resistance RSH are 

obtained. Firstly, DC circuit parameters of 1-pair and 3-pair for type-A hybrid QD 

solar cells are comparatively discussed. When stacking layer number of hybrid QD 

layer increases, generated electron-hole pairs in hybrid QD solar cell are increased. 

Effects to the open-circuit voltage VOC value is also increased. The reverse saturation 

current Io and the photocurrent IPH of 3-pair hybrid QD sample are lower than those of 

1-pair hybrid QD sample. The DC shunt resistance RSH has always a higher value of 

the DC series resistance RS. However, increasing of stacking layer number 

unavoidably increase the total layer thickness and some defects in the fabrication 

process. The series resistance RS increases and the shunt resistance RSH decreases for 

the thick sample. The 1-pair of type-A QD sample has therefore better solar cell 

performance and higher fill factor than those of the 3-pair type-A QD sample.  

The DC circuit parameters of 1-pair for type-A and type-B hybrid QD solar 

cells are discussed. The photocurrents IPH of the both hybrid QD solar cells can 
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approximately equal to the short circuit current ISC. The dominant recombination 

current occurs in the space charge region (the diode ideality factor n = 2). The correct 

stacking sequence of type-B hybrid QD solar cell can provide a better performance 

and fill factor. The reverse saturation current IO and the photocurrent IPH of the correct 

stacking sequence have higher values. The series resistance RS is a lower value and 

the shunt resistance RSH is a higher value than those of the type-A hybrid QD solar 

cell. 

The AC circuit parameters of hybrid QD solar cells are extracted by the fitting 

the frequency response under the controlled bias condition at the maximum power 

point. The diode capacitance CD, the diode resistance RD, the AC series resistance 

AC
S

R  and the AC shunt resistance AC
SH

R  are obtained. The AC circuit parameters of 1-

pair and 3-pair for type-A hybrid QD solar cells are discussed. The increase of 

stacking layers (3-pair hybrid QD sample) leads to the high AC diode capacitance CD 

and high AC diode resistance RD (higher than those of the 1-pair hybrid QD sample) 

because of the high number density in the buried QDs. The 1-pair hybrid QD sample 

has faster AC response and wider frequency bandwidth than those of 3-pair hybrid 

QD sample. The AC shunt resistance AC
SH

R , the AC series resistance AC
S

R  and the 

capacitance RD of 3-pair hybrid QD solar cell have higher values. The static resistance 

RO of 1-pair hybrid QD sample is higher than that of 3-pair hybrid QD sample.  

Then, another photonic structure for enhancing solar cell efficiency is studied. 

The optical hollow microcavities are investigated. Designed structure of periodic hole 

array (hollow cylindrical microcavities) and hollow hyperboloid microcavities are 

presented. For hollow cylindrical optical microcavities, simulations with symmetric 

and asymmetric domains are performed. Low Q factor modes are observed in 

symmetric domain. When asymmetric domain is used, the high Q mode is achieved. 

All relevant electric and magnetic field profiles are presented. The Q factor variation 

as a function of mode index m relates with spatial field mode pattern and the array 

holes. Whereas only at m = N can appear the matching between the hole period and 

the field wavelength. The variation of structural parameters in FDTD simulations 

provides that the resonant frequency fC depends on the hole radius r and the 

waveguide width w. When the hole radius r increases, the resonant frequency 
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blueshifts. While the width w increases, the resonant frequency redshifts. The Q factor 

depends on the hole radius r, the width w, the number of holes along vertical and 

horizontal directions (N and M). When the width w, the hole numbers along column N 

and row M increase, the Q factor simultaneously increases.  

Novel hollow hyperboloid optical microcavities are designed. This new shape 

is also called anti-bottle resonator. The optical characteristics are investigated by 

using the PL measurement. The fabricated structures can act as an optical resonator. 

Range of effective refractive index approximately 1.15-1.35 is obtained.  The rather 

low quality Q factors of about 250-445 for the wavelength range of 530-570 nm are 

observed in symmetrical hyperboloidal microcavity. This experimental result 

confirms that the novel hollow hyperboloidal microcavities or anti-bottle resonator 

can confine light in small volume at certain resonant wavelengths. The structure with 

defect does not show the resonant mode peak. 
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